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AN ANALYSIS OF HIGH DIMENSIONAL DATA
Ravishankar Swamy, M.S.
Western Michigan University, 1989
Projection of a high dimensional data set into a two dimensional
subspace can lead to very interesting projections (Diaconis and Freedman
1984).

Kruskal (1972) and Friedman and Tukey (1974) have suggested

various algorithms for finding interesting projections.

Note that P dimensional

data can be projected onto P orthogonal two dimensional planes, which
completely determines the original data (Huber, 1985).

Two dimensional

orthogonal projections can be analyzed for patterns in several ways.

The

identification of P dimensional patterns from these two dimensional patterns
has its own complexities: such as rotation, shearing, multidimensional scaling,
and dimensionality.
In this work we will be trying to explore an unknown P dimensional
data set by comparing its test projections with a set of standard patterns.

A

set of P dimensional data is transformed into K.K grid counts and the whole
process of recognition is done using these K.K grid counts, not the original
data points.

The process of recognition consists of attempting to find a

principal axis, rotating the data into standard position in P space, projecting
the P dimensional data set into two dimensional test pattern images, finding
scaling factors, angles of rotation and match values between the standard set
of patterns and the test patterns, and finally application of a decision making
heuristic to drive the procedure.

To speed up the execution most of the

calculations are done in integer mode and on K.K grid counts.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
A high dimensional cloud of data can be projected onto two dimen
sional images. These images can be analyzed to produce and test hypot
heses about the multivariate distribution of the data.
High dimensional data are generated naturally from many process
es.

When

experimenting

with

chemical

compound

structures,

each

chemical compound can have several hundred substructural measure
ments.

Since there may be 100,000 compounds in the database, analyz

ing manually is not practical.

High dimensional data can be generated

from many numerical multivariate algorithms, such as complex system
simulation, adaptive numerical integration and some techniques of solving
bounding value problems (Friedman, Stuetzle, and Schroeder 1984).
One dimensional projections can be quantified and represented by
histograms.

Two dimensional projections can be quantified and represent

ed by finite arrays of cell counts.

Projection of a high dimensional data

set into a two dimensional subspace can lead to very interesting projec
tions (Diaconis and Freedman 1984).

Kruskal (1972) and Friedman and

Tukey (1974) have suggested various algorithms for finding interesting
projections.

Note that P dimensional data can be projected onto P

1
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orthogonal two dimensional planes, which completely determines the
original data (Huber,

1985).

Two dimensional orthogonal projections can be analyzed for pat
terns in several ways.

The identification of P dimensional patterns from

these two dimensional patterns has its own complexities: such as rotation,
shearing, multidimensional scaling, and dimensionality.
Projection pursuit is concerned with "interesting"
projections of high dimensional data sets, with finding such
projections by machines, and with using them for non param
etric fitting and other data-analytic purposes (Huber 1985,
435).
Dealing with high dimensional data, projection pursuit
searches for low dimensional projections that maximize
(minimize) an objective function called projection index. By
working in low dimensional projection, it manages to avoid
the difficulty caused by spareness of the high dimensional
data. (Li and Chen 1985, 759)
Projection pursuit techniques for the analysis of high
dimensional data were introduced by Kruskal (1972) and
Switzer (1970; Switzer and Wright, 1971) and Friedman and
Tukey (1974) and later applied by Friedman and Stuetzle to
a variety of problems, including regression (1980a), classifica
tion (1980b), and density estimation (1981). . . .
Huber
(1981b) and Li and Chen (1981) have proposed the use of
projection pursuit to construct and estimate measures of
location and dispersion for multivariate distributions. (Fill and
Johnstone 1984, 127)
Pattern recognition techniques embody both data transformations,
which operate on groups of P dimensional points, and decision making
algorithms which decide the class membership of the points.

These

techniques can be applied to cases where the classes are not known in
advance.

In such cases, the problem is to find

natural groupings
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(clusters) of data that serve to define these classes.

An example of a

problem of this type is classifying unspecified fingerprints into various
groups, given a set of measurements, a standard set of subgroups, and a
set of rules.

This Project
Aspects of this thesis have connections to computer vision, pattern
recognition, database design, numerical analysis, projection pursuit, and
graphics.
The main goal of this thesis is to project P dimensional data onto
two dimensional images and apply basic transformations to explore this
unknown projection with a standard set of patterns.

The standard set of

patterns consists of two dimensional orthogonal projections of interesting
fixed P dimensional data sets.

Some of these two dimensional standard

patterns can be functionally identical. Test patterns are orthogonal projec
tions of the unknown data set onto two dimensional planes.

While

exploring these two dimension test projection, attempts are made to
reduce the required number of projections, which involves analysis and
design of procedures, as part of the general attempt to increase effici
ency.

These two dimensional orthogonal projections

provide

useful

information to the exploratory heuristic.
In this prototype implementation, a set of three dimensional data is
transformed into K.K grid counts and the whole process of recognition is
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structure used and recognisation of one image.
overview of the algorithm.

Chapter VI presents the

Appendix A shows the standard test data files,

test data files, and the effect of applying rotation in three space on three
dimensional data sets.
used in implementation.

Appendix B contains some of the source code
Last, but not the least, Appendix C shows a

proof that the implemented rotation does not require clipping.
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CHAPTER II
OVERVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
Designing computer systems to visualize is a fascinating problem
whose successful solutions will have extremely high value.

Medicine,

natural resources monitoring, and industrial production are just some of
the many fields whose problems include computer vision (Tanimoto and
Klinger 1980).

For example, in the automobile industry, the prototype

design of the automobile is done by visualization of the prototype model
by using advanced CAD software.
From the perspective of neuroscience and psychology, computer
programs are the most powerful tool for developing models of perception.
The program is a structure of processes whose more global aspects
model the psychological functions, and behavior, while their more micro
scopic details can be designed to model the physiological flow of informa
tion through the anatomical structure of the system (Tanimoto and Klinger
1980).
Currently, the state of the art of vision is progressing
through a transition from a sequential processing to a parallel
processing environment.
While early attempts to build
parallel array image processing systems enjoyed some suc
cess (simple edge detection technique), it has taken a long
time for researchers to develop an intuitive sense of parallel
ism being applicable at all levels of the image analysis
process. Not only can raw image data be operated upon by
a group of parallel processors, but higher level results may
also be operated upon in parallel as well. While the perceptron research of Rosenblatt and his followers shared some
thing of the current parallel approaches, the processing

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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elements at the nodes of the perceptron systems were too
restricted to permit construction of computer vision systems
having useful competence levels. . . . One quickly accepts
the notion that the human brain is a parallel system.
Consequently, a common approach to designing experimental
systems is to mimic the natural physiology as much as
possible. The difficulty with this is that one doesn’t master
the principles of vision and one is struck at the point where
an incomplete knowledge of natural vision stands in the way
of completing the artificial system.
A more promising
approach is for the researcher to take suggestions from
nature and then to develop an internally consistent system
that embodies the most important aspects of the natural
systems. Computer vision systems can be successful only if
they are designed within information theoretical constraints of
vision, and constraints of hardware and software. (Tanimoto
and Klinger 1980, ix)
Vision is a process that takes place across a series of levels.

At

the finest level, information about the pattern of light is arranged in an
array or matrix.

These data are processed and passed to the next level

where additional computations are performed, and so on, until the infor
mation has been put into a form adequate for that particular vision task
(Tanimoto and Klinger 1980).
The matrix or two-dimensional array is the digital form
that image data is most frequently available in. Such data is
usually obtained from a scanning device that samples a
continuous image at raster points (in a rectangular grid).
The point values that result may be averages over small
regions or they may be the results of more complicated
sampling functions. One usually imagines the point values
as representative of the image value in corresponding regi
ons which form a partition of the image region or area. The
small regions are referred to as the pixels. . . . There are
rectangular, square, triangular and hexagonal pixels formats,
each have desirable characteristics.
Conceivably, images
could be digitized directly into arrays or even arbitrary region
partitions for special purposes.
For example, one might
desire a "foveated" representation in which pixels near the
center, or fovea of the array, are smaller and more closely
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packed than pixels on the periphery. Other irregular parti
tions for image representation may be a result of segmenta
tion into regions or transformation into a triangulated irregular
network (TIN) (Tanimoto and Klinger 1980, 32-33)
From the above discussion, the standard structures like the array,
strings, graphs, etc. are important, not only for direct use in representing
pictorial information, but also as component types of more complex data
structures.

A survey of data structures for picture processing (Shapiro

1978) gives exemplary uses for some of these.

Here the pictorial uses of

these structures are considered with extra attention to access protocols,
space requirements, associated algorithms and completeness of represen
tation.
Accessing pictorial information by coordinates is done
by using arrays. From the rectangular array, the values for
a particular point (x,y) of the original analog image (x and y
are real) may be obtained by simply making a row and
column index pair from x and y, and retrieving the array
coefficient indicated by the pair. This value retrieved is of
course generally an approximation to the original analog
value.
Usually a row index may be obtained by simply
applying the "floor function" (largest integer less than n) to
the y value of the original point. In arrays based on triangu
lar pixels, one may simply add an appropriate "row offset" to
the y coordinate before applying the floor function (this
depends upon the triangles being oriented appropriately).
Under a hexagonal pixel scheme, values may be accessed in
a fashion similar to that for triangular pixels. . . . The matrix
provides an exhaustive representation for the image which is
reasonably content independent.
In doing this, the many
spatial relationships that may be present among component
semantic entities (objects) in a picture are implicitly repre
sented. Although the matrix is in a sense exhaustive, it is
often a more compact representation for pictorial information
than an explicit list of all the spatial relationships among all
of the objects in a picture. Matrices whose values are 0 or
1 may be used to designate subsets of the discrete image
space. Such subsets could indicate the shape and location
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of a particular object to the situation of an edge, boundary or
collection of the above. (Tanimoto and Klinger 1980, 33-35)
Over the past decade, one exciting development in computer vision
has been the development of three dimensional processes that interpolate
dense surface maps.

Rich symbolic descriptions need to be computed

from images, so there is a need to develop representations of visible
surfaces from the output of shape from processes.
The development of computer vision has oscillated between the
intensive study of processes such as stereo, edge finding, and shape
recognition and the construction of entire vision systems.

For applica

tions, the architecture of complete vision systems is of major importance,
however, new ideas are few in number.

Intelligent vision holds great

promise for the future.
Projection pursuit is concerned with "interesting"
projections of high dimensional data sets, with finding such
projections by machines, and with using them for non param
etric fitting and other data-analytic purposes.
The most
exciting features of projection pursuit is that it is one of the
very few multivariate methods able to bypass the "curse of
dimensionality" caused by the fact that high dimensional
space is mostly empty. . . . Projection pursuit avoids this
problem by working in low dimensional linear projections.
The price paid to be is, of course, that projection pursuit is
poorly suited to deal with highly nonlinear structures. . . .
This method is able to ignore irrelevant variables. . . Many
of the methods of classical multivariate analysis turn out to
be special cases of projection pursuit. Examples are prin
cipal component and discriminant analysis, and the quartimax
and oblimax methods in factor analysis. (Huber 1985,
435-437)
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Projection pursuit is poorly suited to deal with highly nonlinear
structures.

The implemention was done to work with nonlinear two

dimensional projections.
Most of the studies done on computer vision give an idea of what
techniques were used in the past.
project.

They are not exactly applicable in this

Computer graphics studies are helpful in the two dimensional

transformation applied to an orthogonally projected two dimensional data
set.

Some projection pursuit research is helpful in the rotation of the P

dimensional data set in P dimensional space to its "Standard Position".
Some pattern recognition studies are helpful in choosing data structures
and developing a decision making heuristic.

However, most techniques

used to explore density plots on a microcomputer are slow.

Ergo, an

alternative method for reducing the amount of time required has been
developed.
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CHAPTER III
TWO DIMENSION IMAGES
This chapter presents the capabilities of the IBM AT with CGA
adaptor for graphics applications, generation of two dimensional density
plots, and two dimensional raster plots.

Also presents projections of P

dimensional data onto two dimensional images, conversion of two dimen
sional images to grid counts, basic two dimensional geometrical transfor
mations (like scaling, rotation, smoothing, translation) applied to grid
counts, and the recognition of unknown test density plots with standard
density sets.

Floating, Integer and Cast Conventions
In the following sections (as opposed to program listings) i, j, k, I,
m, and n are variable names used for integer variables and x, y, and z
are used for floating point variables.

The operation (i / j) will return an

integer value obtained by discarding any fractional part.

Any operation

between a real number and an integer will return a floating point value.
The cast "(int)x" causes the floating variable x to be explicitly converted

11
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into an integer value obtained by discarding any fractional part.

In this

text explicit casts are used for clarity.

Projection of P Dimension Data Onto Two Dimensional Image
Consider P dimensional data points as
(3.1)

D = { (x1t1, ... , xip), (x21, ... , x2P), ... , (xN1, ... , xNP) }
where N is the total number of data points and
0 <= x,j < = 1 , 1 <= i <= N, 1 <= j <= P.

A one dimensional projection of this data can be quantified and repre
sented by a histogram.

A two dimensional projection can be quantified

and represented by an array of cell counts.

If P dimensional data is

projected onto Q [Q=g(D/2) where g is the greatest upper bound] ortho
gonal two dimensional projections, these Q projections will completely
determine the original data (Huber, 1984).

It is possible to have two or

more very similar projections among these Q two dimensional projections.
Principle orthogonal two dimensional projections of D are the linear
function from D to R2 formed by choosing i,j such that 1 <= i < j <= P
and taking (xM

xkP)P ==> (xw,xk|).

In general any matrix pP2 such that P1 . P = I, is called an
orthogonal projection matrix and can be used to produce a two dimension
al image of P a dimensional data set.
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Conversion of Two Dimensional Projection to Grid[K,K]
Consider two dimensional orthogonally projected data points

(3-2)

Sk = { (xKV yk1), (xk2, yK2)<

> (xk.Nk ’Vk,nk )}

where k is the data set number,
0 <= x,i( <= 1, 0 <= yk) <= 1 and 1 <= j <= Nk.
We wish to store a representation of this projected data in a grid of size
K.K (gridk[1..K,1..K]).

If K is big enough, relative to the screen resolution,

then each element of gridk[1..K,1..K] can corresponds to a pixel of the
screen and hence such a grid can contain all information which could be
displayed on the screen.

As the K becomes too small, we must loose

information about the image.

The computation time for performing image

operations such as finding and applying: the angle of rotation; scaling
factors; and translations are all quadratically depended on the size of grid,
K.

Finding the optimal size for K is difficult.

Computing with the bit

mapped grid size was out of the question.

As a compromise, a

gridk[1..K,1..K] of counters is used to represent the projection of Sk with K
equal to 21. The value for K is chosen for convenience.
The Read_3d_fl(input_file, gridk[K,K]) function in the program inputs
data from input_file into array gridk, which is of size K.K.

The function

reads the (xM, ykJ1 z j from the input file, projects the data into a two
dimensional plane, calculates the correct grid coordinates K, and K2, and
then increments the gridk[K1,KJ count, that is
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(3-3)

K,

(3.4)

K2 = (int) (yM * K + C,)

(3.5)

gridJK ^K J = g r i d ^ . K J + 1

= (int) (xKI * K + C,)

where k = 1,2 and j = 1

Nk and C, = 0.5.

One decision faced here is whether to keep all the data points in
memory or keep them on disk.

If the size of K is reasonable enough to

keep them in memory this results in a great improvement in time, since
several passes through the data must be made.

Getting an Image on Screen and Printer
Image Display on Screen
One of the capabilities of modern computers is to quickly display a
color picture.

The IBM PC is available with several display adaptors

including the CGA, EGA, and VGA. There are a variety of graphic modes
that provide different combinations of graphic characteristics. MODE - 4
consists of four colors with a 320 X 200 resolution (pixels).
available with the CGA, EGA, and VGA adaptors.

This mode is

The CGA has 16K

memory at starting address B8000 which can hold a screen image (page).
Graphics MODE - 4 was used in the prototype for the portability and
compatibility it provides.
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There are two ways to change to MODE - 4. First, by using the DOS
command (Microsoft-DOS Manual, v3.2, 1986, pp. 3.86-3.93)

"MODE

GR80". Second, by using a ROM BIOS routine within a program.
The program setmode.c. (Lafare 1987) changes a video adaptor to any
desired mode.

This program involves two parts. The first part adjusts the

4th and 5th bit positions at the absolute address

410

hex to choose

between monochrome or color adaptor. To switch to monochrome display
both bits must be turned on.

The second part sets the AH register to 0,

the AL register to MODE - 4, clears all other registers and then executes
ROM BIOS interrupt 10 (hex).
There are two ways to activate the pixel

Plk, that is row

i

and

column j in the bit map on the screen. The first is by using a ROM BIOS
routine (Norton 1985), set the AH register to

12 (dec), the DX register to

i (row number), the CX register to j (column number), the BH register
to page number, the AL register to color, and then execute
interrupt

10 (hex).

ROM BIOS

The second method would be by using a Direct

Memory Access (Lafare 1987). In MODE - 4 there are four possible colors
and two bits are used to represent each pixel.
pixels.

Each byte represents

4

Because of speed considerations Direct Memory Access routines

were used in this work.
The program

Putpt.c. (Lafare 1987) puts a single point to emulate

the operation of the write_dot_routine (ROM BIOS routine). The most
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complex portion of the program calculates the memory address of a
particular group of 4 pixels, which is done by the formula,
(3.6)

addr = (row / 2) * 80 + col + C
where for an even row C = 0 and for an odd row C = 2000 (hex).

T;he lower 2 bit positions of the column number are used to get the right
bit position (i.e., bitpos = col & 0x03). Using the following formula, bits are
set to the color,
(3.7)

‘(farptr + addr) = (’ (farptr + addr) & (char)mask ) | color
where mask is equal to 0xFF3F » bitpos * 2, farptr
contains the starting address, and { &, » , | } are bit
operators as in the C language.
The ROM BIOS routines for bit level graphics are slow but easy to

program. The DMA method is fast, but not completely portable. The use
of CGA MODE - 4 is more portable than other modes when DMA is used.
Printing out an Image on Screen
One method of printing a screen is to use a memory resident MSDOS utility.
1986).

There are two steps involved (Microsoft-DOS Manual, v3.2,

The first step is to invoke a DOS "GRAPFIICS" command.

Once

the image is displayed on the screen, it can be printed out on a printer (dot
matrix) with the [shift] and [PrtSc] key combination.
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Raster Image Plotting
There are various ways for raster image plotting (Kessener, Peters,
and Lierop 1985).

In this thesis, the raster plots were used to visualize

the grid count after rotation, scaling, and translation.
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Rgure 1. S5.DAT XY View Read Into Grid[11][11] Counts.

The raster plots were produced by the function raster().

This

procedure will go through each grid element and randomly generate
gridk[i,j] data points within rectangular screen area corresponding to the i, j
position.
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Figure 2. Raster Plot of Grid[11][11], Shown
in Figure 1.

How to Find Center of Image
Consider the orthogonally projected two dimensional data points
(^•8)

Sk = { (x^,, yk1), (xki2, y^), ... , (xk^ , yk,Nk) }
where k is the data set number.

One standard way of finding the center (Xk, Yk) is by calculating means,
(3.9)

Xk = ( f l o a t ) ( | S , ) ) / N k

(3.10)

Yk = (float)( X* yw ) / Nk
Since the entire calculation above was done using floating point

operations and all the data points, the process was expensive in terms of
time. Also, the mean
method which has

is not a robust estimator.

We need

the same complexity as finding the mean.

a robust
Conse
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quently, using the median rather than mean was an interesting attempt
made to find center using only gridk[K,K] counts.
First, data count arrays XCJ1..K] and YCk[1..K] are assigned for
each gridk[K,K].

Data count arrays are given by formulae,

(3.11)

XCk[ i]=

(3.12)

Y C J] =

X^ gridk[i,j]
gridk[i,j]

for i = 1,K
for j = 1,K
A

A

The approximate mean or the approximate center (Xk ,Yk ) is given by the
formulae,
(3.13)

Xk = (int)( ((float)( X XCk[i] * i) / ^ X C J i] ) + C1)

(3.14)

Yk = (int)( ((float)( ^ Y C J D * j) / X YCk[j] ) + C1)
where C1 = 0.5.

The center of gridk[K,K], (ic,jc) for all odd K is given by the formulae,
(3.15)

ic = K/2 + 1

(3.16)

jc = K/2 + 1

Translation to Image
Moving an entire image without rotation, shape changing, or scaling
on the screen, is called Translation.

Given the translation factor (dx, dy),

a point (x, y) can be translated to a new position (x,, y,) by moving dx
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units in the horizontal direction and dy units in the vertical direction.

This

can be represented as
(3.17)

x, = x + dx and y, = y + dy.

In vector notation,
(3.18)

(x „ y,) = (x, y) + T(dx,dy)

and in homogenous coordinates that can be written as
(3.19)

(x1fy „ 1) = (x, y, 1) . T(dxtdy)

or
[x, y, 1] = [x y 1] * | 1 0 0 |
| 0 1 0 I
j dx dy 1 |

Figure 3. Shows the Effect of Trans
lation on a Single Point (x,y) With
(dx,dy)=(-0.1*x,-0.5*y) as Translation
Factor, Resulting in (x„ y,).

To Find the Translation Factor
The tirst step in comparing images is to center them.

A translation

factor which can be used to center an image must be calculated.

Con

sidering alldata points would be an expensive operation in space and
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A

time.

A

Consequently, the approximate translation factor (dx d y ) is calcul

ated from the gridk[K,K] counts and the center of gridk[K,K], (ic, jc), where
1 <= k <= 2.
The translation factor used is given by the formulae,
(3.20)

dx = ie - Xk and dy = jc - Yk
A

A

where Xkand Ykare from eq. 3.10 and 3.11.
A

A

The function trans(grid,[K,K], gridz[K,K], X, Y ,) will center gridJK.K]
returning the centered grid in grid2[K,K].
needed or else returns 0.

It returns 1 if a translation is

If a translation has to be done then the
A

A

approximate translation factor (dx d y ) is used. That is,
A

(3.21)

A

grid2[i+dx j+ d y] = grid,[i,j]

for i, j = 1, ... , K

If the new grid location of grid,[i,j] is out of grid bounds, then that
particular cell count is omitted from the further calculation.

Any non

assigned grid values are assumed to be zero.
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How to Find Scaling Factors
The size of an image can be altered by varying the specifications
of the window1 and the viewport2.

The object size is varied by scaling it

with an enlargement or reduction factor.

Before matching the centered

test image S2 with a centered standard image S1t a scaling should be
applied to the centered test image.

Finding an appropriate scaling factor

between two images is a difficult aspect of computer vision.
Consider the data points Sk = { (xki1, y j , (xk,2, yk3)
for k = 1,2.

(xk,Nk ,yKtNk )}

One set of scaling is given by

(3.22)

S„k = (float)(

X*

abs(xk) - Xk )) / Nk for k = 1, 2.

(3.23)

Syk = (float)(

X*

abs(yk) - Yk )) / Nk for k = 1, 2.

Then the relative

scaling factors on the X and Y axis are

(3.24)

Rx = S ^ / S *

(3.25)

Ry = S ^ / S *

Note that Sx1 and Sy, remain constant for the test image and only need to
be calculated once.

'In world coordinate system, the capability of displaying part of the image, enclosed in a
rectangular region, is called windowing. The rectangular region is called a window (Berger, 1986).
2A rectangular region of the screen where the contents of the window are displayed is called a
viewport. There can be more than one viewport on a screen. (Berger, 1986).
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Applying Scaling Factor on All Image Points
A point (x,y) can be scaled about the center (x0, y0) by using a
factor Rx in the x direction and using Ry in the y direction to get the new
point (x„ y,) by the formulae,
(3.26)

x, = x0+ (x - x0) * Rx

(3-27)

y, = y0+ (y - y0) * Ry

With the matrix representation,

(3.28)

or

[X, y, 1] = [X y 1] . | 1 o 0 I . I Rx 0 0 I . I 1 0 0 I
| 0 1 0 |
| 0 Ry 0 | | 0 1 0 |
| -x0 -y0 1 | | 0
0 1 | | x0 y0 1 |
^ [x, y, 1] = [x y 1] . T(-x0,-y0) . S(Rx,Ry) . T(x0, y0)

Figure 4. Shows the Effect of Scaling
on a Single Point (x,v) With R„ = 0.1
and
= 0.5 as Scaling Factors,
Resulting in Point (x,, y,).

Since the entire scaling operation above is done using floating point
operations and all the data points, the process is expensive in terms of
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time.

Consequently, an attempt was made to allow scaling to work on

the gridK[K,K] with integer manipulations.
The following steps can be applied : First, mean arrays XMk[1..K],
and YMk[1..K] are assigned for each gridk[K,K],
(3.29)

XMk[i] = X ^ g rid ji.j] * j) / XCk[i]

(3.30)

YMk[j] = X ^ g rid ji.j] * j) / YCk[j]
where k = 1,2, and 1 <= i, j <= K.

One set of approximate scaling is given by

(3.31)

Sxk= ( X ^ X C J i] * abs(i - XMk[i]))) / Nk

(3.32)

Syk= ( X^YC.O] * abs(j - YMk[j)))) / Nk
for k = 1,2 and
where Nk = total number of data points.
A

A

Approximate relative scaling factors Rxand Rycan be calculated by,
(3.33)

Rx= Sx1/ Sx2

(3.34)

Ry= Sy1/ Sy2
A

A

Note that this method does not give exact identical values for Rx and Ry.
In practice, with the size of grid K = 21, these approximations are
acceptable for a reasonable distribution of points.
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Applying a Scaling Factor on the GridJK.K]
The Effect of Direct Application of Scaling
One method of attempting to directly scale a grid image would be
to apply the scaling formulae (eq. 3.26 - 3.28) to the distance from the
center of grid (ie, jc) and the grid indices (i, j), and then rounding/truncating
to integer grid coordinates.

That is,

(3.35)

grid2[i,j] = 0

(3.36)

i1 = ie + (int)((i - ie) * RJ

(3.37)

j1 = jc + (int)((j - jc) * RJ

(3.38)

grid2[i1, j 1] = grid^i.j]
for all i, j from 1, ... , K.

Figure 5.
Shows the Effect of
Scaling Formulae Applied on Grid(i,j),
Resulting in Gridfi’.j1).
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Due to the rounding/truncating, the resulting grid2 location may be off by
+/- 1 grid.

If the resulting grid2 location is out of grid range than it was

omitted from future calculation.

This resulted in getting ragged grid

counts, which results in a bad raster image.
Improved Grid Scaling

Figure 6. Splitting of Grid Count is Shown
Using 3.3 Grid.

A

A

Given an approximate floating point scaling factor (Rx , Ry ) and
gridk[K,K] counts, consider gridk[i,j]; let C = gridk[i,j].

After applying the

scaling formulae to the distance from the center of grid (ic, jc) to gridk[i,j],
let the resulting position of gridk[i,j] be g rid ^ x ,^ ,].
A

(3.39)

x2 = (float) (ic + (i - ie) * RJ

(3.40)

y2 =

A

(float) Gc

+ G - D

*

Ry)
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(3.40a)

x, = (int) x2

and

y, = (int) y2

The data count C is split between the four neighboring grids in that cell
quadrant of the gridK’[x1fy1]. This is given by the formulae,
(3.41)

cx = (float)( abs(x2 - int(x2 + C3)) )

(3.42)

cy = (float)( abs(y2 - int(y2 + C3)) )
where C3 = -0.5 and 0.5 depending on quadrant.

(3.43)

g r id ^ . y , ]

= (int)(C * (1 - cx) * ( 1 - cy) )

(3.44)

g r id ^ + l . y , ]

= (int)(C * cx * (1 - cy) )

(3.45)

gridfc,[x1iy1+1]

= (int)(C ‘ (1 - cx) * cy )

(3.46)

gridk’ [x,+1 ,y,+1] = (int)(C * cx * cy )
In the implementation of this method cx and cy were floating point

numbers transformed to integers by multiplying them with a constant.

All

operationswere done in integer mode. This resulted in a scaling operation
that is

atleast 10 times faster than floating calculations applied to all the

data points Nk where Nk is equal to 2000-2500.

This floating calculation

computation time is linearly dependent on the size of data set (Nk), while
the integer grid calculation depends only on K2.
The sum of all the split numbers should be equal to the original
gridk[x,y] count, C. Since truncation is done, in some cases the sum of all
the split numbers was not equal to the original count C.

In that case, the
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remaining number of the count was split between the same four grid
counts.
A

To avoid too much distortion, if either approximate scaling factor Rx
A

or Ry is less than 0.5 or greater than 1.5 then a scaling operation is done
on the original data set Sk.

How to Find Global Scaling Factor (GSF)
Consider two scaled versions of orthogonally projected two dimen
sional data sets Sk with different x and y axis scaling factors and global
scaling factor gk where k = 1,2.

A relative global scaling factor (GSF) is

given by the ratio of g,/g2. Applying the global scaling factor on gridk[K,K]
is also done by the same function which applies individual x and y axis
scaling factor.
A GSF is found by applying formulae on the gridk[K,K] counts and
A

not on original values.

A

Xk and Yk are defined as in eq. 3.26 - 3.28.

One

set of global scaling is given by formulae,
(3.47)

K K
gk = ((float) I 2 (gridk[i,j] * (abs(i - Xk) + abs(j - Yk)))) / Nk
i=1j=1
where Nk = total number of data points and for k = 1, 2

(3.48)

The relative global scaling factor, GSF = g! / g2
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How to Find Angle of Rotation
A very common problem in graphics is finding the location of a
pixel (x^y,) after the pixel (x,y) has been rotated by an angle 0 around a
point (x0,y0).

Let r be the length of the vector joining (x,y) to (x0,y0). This

doesn’t change during the rotation and therefore we have the following
sets of equations
(3.49)
(3.50)

x - x0 = r * cos(0)
y - y0 = r * sin(0)

(3.51)
(3.52)

x, - x0 = r * cos(0+6)
y, - y0 = r * sin(0+0)

Expanding and solving, we get
(3.53)
(3.54)

x, = x0 + (x - x0) * cos(6) - (y - y0) * sin(0)
y, = y0 + (x - x0) * sin(0) + (y - y0) * cos(0)

Figure 7. Shows the Effect of Rotation on a
Single Point (x,y) by an Angle 0, Resulting in
a Point (x„ y,).
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It is possible to write these equations in more elegant form by
defining the rotation matrix around the origin R(0) as
(3.55) [ x, y, 1 ] = [x y 1] . | 1 0 0 | . | cos(0) sin(0) 0 | . | 1 0 0 |
| 0 1 0 |
| -sin(0) cos(0) 0 | | 0
1 0j
I -X„ -y0 1 I I
0
0 1 I I x0 y0 1 I
[ x, y, 1 ] = [x y 1] . T(-x0,-y0) R(0) T(x0,y0)
Applying the rotation to all of the data points in floating point was
very time consuming.

Thus, the following steps were taken making this

process 10,000 times faster on data sets of size 2500.
1. All Integer Calculations Applied on Gridk[K,K] Counts.
After applying rotation formulae with angle 0 to gridk[i,j] where
1 <= x <= K, 1 <= y <= K and the new gridk1[i’,j1] location was found by,
(3.56)

x1=

(int)( (C4 + (i - i j * CS(0)

- (j - je) * SN(0)) »

10 )

(3.57)

y1=

(int)( (C4 + (i - ie) * SN(0) + 0 - U * CS(0)) »

10 )

where C4 = (K/2 + 1) * 1024 (since K is odd) and
CS(0) = (int)(cos(0) * 1024) and SN(0) = (int)(sin(0) * 1024).
In C, the sin(0) and cos(0) functions return double precision values.
Multiplying sin(0) and cos(0) by 1024, and truncating the resulted value to
an integer by discarding the fractional part, gives the value of SN(0) and
CS(0) respectively.

Using this truncated integer value inside the rotation

formulae (eq. 3.56 and 3.57), it makes the whole process of the finding
new gridk'[x1,y1] coordinates in the integer mode.

Since the constant is
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equal to

1024 (=210), bit shift operators can

be used to divide and

multiply.

Using 1024 as a constant will result in three decimal place

accuracy.

Bit shift operators are faster than multiplying and dividing

operators.
2. Store the Sin and Cosine Values in an Array.
By

storing the fixed point sine and cosine value in an array at the

beginning

of the program, the process of finding an angle was decreased

by a significant amount.
3. Applying Rotation on a Portion of the Gridk[K,K]
Applying the formulae (eq. 3.56 and 3.57) for fixed point rotation on
gridk[i,j] by an angle 0, where the distance between (ic,jc) and the gridk[i,j],
is less than the radius E, then the new gridk'[x \y 1] should be within the
circle of radius E. This means that we can eliminate the out of grid
testing on calculated points.

See appendix C for proof.

A Problem, and How It Was Solved
To find the angle of rotation between two images in two dimension,
which are rotated by an angle, is a difficult problem.

To find the best

angle of rotation over integral degrees, we would have to rotate the image
by all 360 degrees and test for similarity.

The test is provided by the

match function, discussed in more detail in the next section.
exhaustive search is slow and not necessary.

Such an

Some of the fast raster

algorithms provided by Paeth (1986) and Catmull and Smith (1980) were
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examined, though after some consideration, were not used.

These

algorithms works well on a bit mapped image rather than gridk[K,K].

A

new method was applied, called IZEROIN.
IZEROIN Procedure

A well known computer algorithm for finding a real zero of a single
function combines the certainty of bisection with the termination speed of
the secant and

inverse

quadratic

interpolation

methods.

It is called

ZEROIN and was originated by Van Wijngaarden, Dekker, and others at
the Mathematical Center in Amsterdam in the 1960’s.

Forsythe, Malcolm

and Moler (1977) stated:
A typical call of ZEROIN looks like ZZ=ZEROIN(A,B,F,TOL).
Here, A and B are the end points ofthe interval in which the
zero is sought. The parameter F is a real function sub
program having one variable as an argument. TOL is the
amount of error which can be tolerated in the result. The
program assumes without a test that F(A) and F(B) have
different signs.
ZEROIN carries out an iteration in which
three abscissas A, B, and C are present at each stage.
Normally,
1. B is the latest iterate and closest approximation to the
zero.
2. A is the previous iterate.
3. C is the previous or an older iterate so that F(B) and F(C)
have opposite signs.
At each step, ZEROIN chooses the next iterate from two
candidates - one obtained by the bisection algorithm and one
obtained by an interpolation algorithm.
Inverse quadratic
interpolation is used whenever A, B, and C are distinct, and
linear interpolation (the secant method) is used whenever
they are not.
If the point obtained by interpolation is
"reasonable", it is chosen; otherwise the bisection point is
chosen. The definition of "reasonable" is rather technical,
but essentially, it means that the point is inside the current
interval and not too close to the end points. Consequently,
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the length of the interval is guaranteed to decrease at each step
and to decrease by a large factor when the function is well
behaved, (p. 133)
The above ZEROIN procedure is used to find the next iteration angle.
It has been modified to work correctly with integer calculations on discrete
functions and rewritten from FORTRAN into C.
For the images examined and the grids used, there was no significant
variations in match value, for difference of 2-3 degrees in the angle of
rotation.

Initially rotation is applied at steps of 36° from 0 to 360° and the

resulting match values are stored in array a[1..360].

Since the test data

results showed that the rotation formulae behaves as quadratics (i.e.,
ax2+bx+c=0), we used the

IZEROIN

function to find the next iteration

angle. Assume we are searching for a zero of the function F and xv x2,
x3 are the last iterates, then assuming a quadratic fit by
a(x2)), and
(3 .5 8)

(x1t a(x1)), (x2,

(x3, a(x3)), and solving for a real zero of this quadratic gives,

x = - ( * iy (a[x2]-a[x3])

-

(x22-x32)a[Xi] + x2y a[x3] - x32'a[x2])___________

(2 * (a fxj (x2-x3) - x, (a [xj - a[x3]) + a[x2]

x3 - x2 a[x3]))

where a is an array used to store all interpolated angles and
x,, x2, x3 represents the A,B,C in ZEROIN respectively.
By using the IZEROIN procedure, the process of finding an angle of
rotation in two dimension was decreased by a significant amount of time.
IZEROIN() resulted in a correct value in 3-4 iterations, whereas the
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bisection method could have taken 5-6 iterations for each zero of the
function.
While finding the angle of rotation, it is possible to have irregular
values near the zero of the function. This leads to deviations of +/-4
degrees in the answer.

Since there is no significant difference in the

match value for rotations in this range with typical images of interest, this
problem was not of concern.

Smoothing Image Distortion After Rotation
After applying a rotation to a gridk[K,K] by an angle, the new
gridk1[K,K] may be distorted due to the truncation from a floating real
value to an integer while calculating and the rounding effect of integer
calculations.

This was a common problem which lead us to apply a

smoothing on the grid^K.K] counts. The new grid count gridk’[i,j] is found
by a weighted proportion of all the neighboring grids.

We had two to

three different weights and at last settled with one of them.

All the

weights and calculations are done in integer mode to speed the process.
The formula is,
(3.59)

gridk1[i,j] = (50 * (gridk[i-1,j-1] + gridk[i+1,j-1]
+ gridk[i+1,j+1] + gridk[i-1,j+1]) + 75 * (gridk[i,j-1]
+ gridk[i,j+1] + gridk[i-1,j] + gridk[i+1 ,j])
+ 500 * grid,[i,j] + C1) /C2
where C1 and C2 are constants to give the rounding effect.
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J"1
J

M
Figure 8. Shows the Weight Distri
bution for Smoothing Effect.

How to Find the Match Value
Consider two orthogonally projected data sets Sk with Nk data points
and corresponding grid counts gridk[K,K] where k = 1,2.
tells how well the two images match each other.

The match value

For a perfect match, the

match value will be zero.
The Match(grid1[K,K], grid2[K,K], N,, N2) function gives the match
value between grid, and grid2.

N, and N2 are the total number of data

points in grid, and grid2, respectively. The match value is found by the
summation of the absolute relative difference of the gridk[x,y].

This match

value is a noncontinuous piecewise linear function that has reasonable
macro behavior. That is,
(3.60)

K K
match value = I £ abs( (grid,[i,j] / N,) - (grid2[i,j] / N2) )
i=1j=1
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Test Data Generations
The test data was generated using nonuniform random numbers
with the proper statistical properties.

All the methods presented for

generating random variables operate by transforming uniform distributed
random variables.

Most computer languages have built-in functions for

producing random variables uniform over the interval (0, 1).

There are

various methods discussed in Bratley, Fox and Schrage, (1983) and in
Knuth, (1968).
The characteristics of the uniform, triangular and the combination of
both distributions seems suitable for the thesis.

The following distribution

functions have been used:
1.

Uniform Distribution.

The uniform density function specifies that

every value between a minimum and maximum value is equally likely.
The use of the uniform distribution often implies a complete lack of
knowledge concerning the random variable, other than it is between a
minimum value and maximum value.

Another way of saying this is that

the probability that a value is in a specified interval is proportional to the
length of the interval.

Another name for the uniform distribution is the

rectangular distribution (Pritsker and Pegden, 1979).
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Figure 9.
Function

(3.61)

Uniform

Distribution

f(x) = 1/(b-a) for all a<= x <= b

(3.62)

mue = (a+b) /2

(3.63)

er = (b-a)2 / 12
2.

Triangular Distribution.

For this distribution, three values are

specified: a minimum, a mode, and a maximum.
consists of two linear parts.

The density function

One part increases from the minimum to the

mode value and the other part decreases from the mode value to the
maximum.

The average associated with a triangular density is the sum of

the minimum, mode and maximum divided by 3 (Pritsker and Pegden,
1979).

Figure 10.
Function.

Triangular

Distribution
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(3.64)

f(x) = 2(x-a)/(m-a)(b-a); a <= x <= m

(3.65)

= 2(b-x)/(b-m)(b-a); m <= x <= b

(3.66)

mue = (a+m+b) / 3

(3.67)

er = (a(a-m) + b(b-a) + m(m-b)) / 18

3.

Special Case of Triangular Distribution.

This is the case when

the second part is not present in the previous distribution.
(3.68)

f(x) = 2(x-a)/(m-a)(b-a);

a <= x <= m

= 0 elsewhere

Figure 11. Special Case of Triangu
lar Distribution Function.

4.

Bi-triangular Distribution With Two Maximum

Points.

density function consists of four linear parts. One part, which ranges from
0 to (z-r), increases from the minimum to the maximum value.

The

second part, which ranges from (z-r) to z, decreases from the maximum
value to the minimum.

The third part ranges from z to (z+r) and
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increases from the minimum to the maximum value.

The last part ranges

from (z+r) to 2z and decreases from the maximum to the minimum.

Figure 12.
Bi-triangular Distribution
With Two Maximum Points.

(3.69)

f(x) = x/z(z-r) for all 0<= x <= z-r
= -x/zr + 1/r for ail z-r <= x <= z
= -x/zr + 1/r for all z <= x <= z+r
= (-x+2z) / z(z-r)
5.

for all z+r <= x <= 2z

Combined Triangular and Uniform Distribution.

function consists of two linear parts and a uniform part.

The density

The first part

ranges from 0 to (z-r) and increases from the minimum to the maximum
value; the second part which ranges from (z-r) to (z+r) will have a
property of uniform density; and last part ranges from (z+r) to 2z and
decreases from the maximum value to the minimum value.
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Figure 13. Combined Triangular and
Uniform Distribution.

(3.70)

f(x) = x/(z-r)(z+r) for all 0 <= x <= z-r
= 1/(z+r)

for all z-r < - x <= z+r

= (-x+2z) / (z+r) (z-r) for all z+r <= x <= 2z
See the program listing for the generations of test data and figures for the
output.
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CHAPTER IV
THREE DIMENSION IMAGES

This chapter gives a brief discussion of generation of three dimen
sional data files, conversion of three dimensional data files to two dimen
sional orthogonal projections, finding the angle of rotation in
rotation, and applying

P

space rotation to

P

P

space

dimensional data file to

rotate to a "Standard Position."

Three Dimension Data File Generation
The same density functions (from previous chapter) described in two
dimension image generation were used in three dimensional image genera
tion.

The formulae for generating three dimensional images are given in

many computer graphics books (e.g., Berger, 1986; Foley & Van Dam, 1982;
Park, 1985).

For examples of three dimensional images see appendix A.

Conversion to Two Dimension Projections
Consider three dimensional data points as
(4.1)

D = { (x1v x12, x13),

(x21, x22, x23), ••• , (xN1, xN2, xN3) }

where N is the total number of data points and
0 <= x,j <= 1 for i = 1 to N and j = 1 to 3.

41
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Principle orthogonal two dimensional projections are the linear function
from D to Sz formed by choosing i, j such that 1 <= i < j <= 3 and taking
(x„x2,x3)P --> (X|,x,).

Considering three dimensional data D, there are

three different S2 principle orthogonal two dimensional projections.

Two

dimensional projections are shown in appendix A, S1.DAT to S10.DAT.

Three Dimensional Rotation
Three dimensional rotation has a maximum effect on two dimension
principle orthogonal projections.

The problem is dimensionality.

Huber

(1985) stated:
When we rotate a point cloud in three-space in order
to view its two dimensional projections, then the "interesting"
features often are recognizable only over a relatively narrow
range of "squint angle" (Tukey and Tukey 1981, 215). A
crude order-of-magnitude estimate based on a squint angle
of 10° suggests that we need to look at about 10d'1 one
dimensional projections of d-dimensional data, and at some
thing like 10
two dimensional projections. The fastest way
for doing so is to rotate smoothly from one projection to the
next (this is less tiring and quicker, since we do not have to
reorient ourselves in each new projection), and then we may
inspect about one such projection per second.
Thus, a
reasonable complete visual search in four dimensions takes
about three hours. It is evident that an exhaustive visual
search is out of the question if d exceeds 4. (437-438)
This is one of our problems in three space rotation.

The classical

solution is given by using the principal components method (Huber, 1985).
Calculate the eiganvalues and eiganvectors of the
covariance or correlation matrix, and project the data
orthogonally into the space spanned by the eiganvectors
belonging to the largest eiganvalues.
Often, these
projections show interesting structure. Why? There seem to
be at least two, loosely related reasons. First, if a population
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is an aggregate of several clusters, then these can become
individually visible only if the separation between clusters is
larger than the internal scatter of the clusters. Thus, if there
are only a few clusters, the leading principal axes will tend to
pick projections with good separations. Of course, principal
components can go astray, either if there are too many
isotopically distributed clusters (compare the Friedman-Tukey,
1974, example with clusters at the corners of a regular
simplex), or if there are meaningless variables with a high
noise level. (442)
The second reason is more germane to principal
component analysis performed on correlation matrices.
Assume that we have an intrinsic structure describable by a
few (unobservable) variables, and that we observe many,
possibly differently scaled (linear) functions of these variables,
with independent random noise added. Then principal com
ponent analysis tends to act as a variation reducing techni
que (not unlike the sample mean), relegating most of the
random noise to the trailing components, and collecting the
systematic structure into the leading ones. (443)
The principal component method will work on the class II (Huber,
1985) of the projection index.

In class II, the projection index has location

invariance, and scale equivariance properties.
There are several methods for finding eiganvectors like Jacobi
Transformations, Gaussian elimination, LU decomposition and the QR
algorithm.

There were some drawbacks in the all these processes.

Therefore, we chose the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method.
Golub and Van Loan (1983) stated SVD as:
(4.2)

If A e R[1..M,1..N] then there exits orthogonal matrices
U = [u „u 2

,uM] e R[1..M,1..M]

V = [v „v 2

vN] e R[1..N,1..N]

and
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such that
UtAV = diag(a1la2

ap)

p = min{M,N}

where a, >= a2 >= ...>= ctp >= 0.
The a, are the singular values of A and the vectors u, and v, are,
respectively, the i-th left singular vector and the i-th right singular vector.
The SVD algorithm was taken from a C version of Linpack software
(Press, Flannery, Teukolsky, and Vetterling, 1988).

The eiganvectors

were found using the SVD algorithm and applied to the original data set
D to produce the set D1, where D1 can be used to project orthogonally
onto two dimensional projections S2.
The principle component exists if there is a distinct difference in the
eiganvalues of the eiganvector.

If there exists a principal component to

the three dimensional data set then this procedure will succeed in finding
the principle orthogonal two dimensional projection.

The density plot in

two dimensions can then be recognized as it is discussed in chapter III.
There are a few cases with figures in appendix A where this procedure
fails to produce the orthogonal plots as excepted by Huber (1985).

Recognizing the Three Dimension Image
Consider three dimensional data points as
(4.3)

D = { (x11f x, 2, x13),

tx21, x22, x23), ... , (xN1, xN2, xN3) }

where N is the total number of data points and
0 <= x,, <= 1 for i = 1 to N and j = 1 to 3.
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The eiganvectors are found by applying the SVD algorithm on D.

If

eiganvalues are good then the three dimensional data points D are
rotated in three spaces to align this principle axis with a coordinate axis
to produce D1.

The three dimensional data points D1 are orthogonally

projected onto three two dimensional grids by the function Read_3d_fl(),
and these two dimensional grids are matched with the standard data files
individually as discussed in chapter III.

The resulting match value is

interfaced with the database and the heuristic to recognize if the three
dimensional data file D matches one of the standard datafiles. This
information is discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V
DATABASE DESIGN
This chapter gives a database interface between two dimensional
projections and the three dimensional data sets.

A simple, one to many

set relational database can keep track of what kind of groupings have
been done until now and how the incoming test density patterns can be
grouped into these relations.

One of the microcomputer B+ tree software

packages, db_vista, is used for implementation.
Before designing the database, we ran experiments on test data
files and on all the standard sets of data files to produced match values
for each two dimensional orthogonal projected pair.

These match values

were stored in a relational database using DBASEIII+.
then sorted into ascending order on match value.

The database was

The smallest value is

the best for matching the standard test file to the test image.
An interesting result here is we can now group the similar density
distributed match values together, since similar density distributed data
files give similar values. This results in grouping these data files together.
Thus, only one test is required to decide which group a test projection
belongs to.

It will be rejected from a group if the match is too imperfect.

Looking at the match values in the relational database, we found that

46
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there are always four to five distinct groups, with distinct cutoff regions for
each group.
In the above method, to get the best matched data file we have to
test against all the standard data files or all the different groups.

Time

efficiency of the program can be improved by using a simple heuristic.

A

program was implemented to produce a mapping between two standard
data files and their cutoff regions.

If the groups are separated we can

use these two files to decide which group the test file belongs to.
It was decided to choose three different cutoff regions and the most
manageable set of test files.

After knowing to which group the test data

file belongs, it was confirmed by testing it with one of the standard data
files in that group.
The original idea was to test at each node with two different stan
dard data files.

To reduce the number of comparison tests, testing with

one standard data file at each node was done.

This lead to the B+ tree

design, discussed later in this section.
Each node in the B+ tree has a number, which is the key for
access.

It also contains a pointer to one of the three dimensional stand

ard data files projected orthogonally onto a two dimensional grid and it’s
cutoff regions.

Nodes carry the key values for the child nodes as well.

Each node has a sorted singly linked list which contains the test
data file grid counts, match value, global scaling factor, x and y axis
scaling factor, angle of rotation, number of data points and the x and y
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translation factor.

This sorting is used to check if there were any old test

files of same kind.

For more information about structure, see the header

file in appendix B.
The B+ tree was generated to recognize one orthogonal two dimen
sional projected test image.

One of the best standard data set to

compare was S7.dat..XZ_view.

When we get the match value from the

match function using the orthogonal projected two dimension test image
and S7.dat..XZ_view, it splits the test file into four different groups which
are separated by three cutoff regions.
as G „ Gz, G3, G4.

Let us consider these four groups

Now each of these groups has a different density

property, so each of them was tested with different standard test files.
Four of the best standard data files, S9.dat..YZ_view, S3.dat..XY_view,
S6.dat..XZ_view and S10.dat..YZ_view, are chosen for testing each group
G„

G2, G3, and G4 correspondingly.

This

resulted

subgroups named as G11( G12, G13, G14, G21, G^, ... , G^.

in

16 different
We do know

that we don’t have 16 different density groups which resulted in some
unknown groups.

Node number 21 is used to determine whether the final

group has been reached or whether this is a new type of test data file.
For more information about standard data files and test files, please refer
to figures in appendix A.

Thus, the resulting complete B+ tree design is

as shown in next section.
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Complete B+ Tree to Recognize One Image
1 - s7.dat..xzview /* root 7
11 - s9.dat..yzview /* First Level 7
Contains the images s7.dat-xz,yz or s9.dat-xz,yz or line
density.
/* Second Level 7
21 - should beone of s7-xzts7-yz,s9-yz,s9-xz
12 - shouldbe one of uniform circle, square, circle with high
concentration at center
13 - should beone of cone and its 3d view
14 - should beone of circle with concentrationon circumference.
12 - s3.dat..xyview /* First Level 7
Contains the uniform square, uniform circle, circle with high
concentration at center.
I* Second Level 7
21 - should be uniform circle
26 - should be uniform square, s1.dat..xyview
I* Third Level 7
21 - should be uniform square
21 - should be concentrated line, s2.dat..xzview.
21 - should be concentration on diameter
21 - no test data available
27 - should be uniform square, circle with concentration at
center, s8.dat..xyview
/* Third Level 7
21 - should be uniform square, high density line.
21 - should be high density on diameter.
13 - can be uniform square, hallow circle, chopped
cone
21 - should be hollow circle.
28 - should be circle with high concentration at center,
s9.dat..xyview
r Third Level 7
21 - should be circle with highconcentration at center.
21 - no test data available
21 - no test data available
13 - can be hollow circle, choppedcone,cone.
13 - s6.dat..xzview /* First Level 7
Contains hallow circle, centerly concentrated circle, chopped
cone, cone.
/* Second Level 7
21 - should be one of the chopped cone side view
21 - no test data available
31 - should be small hallow circle, s6.dat..xyview
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r Third Level 7

21 - should be hallow circle, chopped cone i.e., circle side
12 - uniform circle
21 - should be cone, circle with concentration at diameter
21 - no test data is available
/* Second Level 7
32 - should be circle with high concentration at center,
s7.dat..xyview
r Third Level 7
21 - circle with high concentration at center
11 - concentration on diameter, circle with high
concentration at center, uniform circle.
21 - should be cone side view
311 - circle with high concentration on circumference,
s8.dat..xzview
/* Fourth Level 7
21 - should be circle with high concentration on
circumference
31 - hollow circle
21 - side view of cone or chopped cone
14 - should be cone
14 - s10.dat..yzview /* First Level 7
Contains cone, concentrated circle on circumference.
r Second Level 7
21 - should be one of cone side view
21 • no test data available
31 - big hallow circle
311 - should be circle with high concentration oncircumference.
Considering the test data file T9.dat..XZ_view, and the standard
data files set S1.DAT

S10.DAT.

T9.dat..XZ_view test file is first

matched with the S7.dat..XZ_view, resulting in a match value. This match
value helps us in deciding which branch to take next for
this case the match value

comparing.

tells us that it belongs to G, group.

In

From the

design the test file is now matched with S9.dat..YZ_view, resulting in
another match value.
subgroup it belongs to.

This second match value is used to decide which
In this case, the second match value tells us that
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it belongs to Gn subgroup.

If the pointer to the child is 21, then it is the

leaf node in the tree and it can be concluded that the last tested standard
data file is the best matched data set for the test file.
There are four levels in this tree design.

We will reach a leaf node

for the best matched standard test data set in two to six different
comparisons, which is better than comparing to all the standard test data
sets.
Once we know all match values between the orthogonal projected
test data file and the standard test data sets,

then these match values

are used to a produce three dimensional array index by the function
lndex().

The three dimensional test data file is recognized by the array

index value returned by the function index and the array num[9][9][9].

In

the array num contains all the possible combinations projections of a
standard data file.
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CHAPTER VI
OVERVIEW OF THE ALGORITHM
This chapter gives the overview of the algorithm that was discussed
in the previous chapters. The algorithm describes the steps in each state.
For a thorough understanding of the algorithm, the previous chapters need
to be fully covered.

Overview of the Algorithm
Find the principal axis for the test data set by applying SVD
decomposition.
Apply the rotation to P dimensional points to rotate to a
"Standard position".
Open the database file.
Initialize ail the structures used.
For each orthogonal projection
set recnum = 1;
while not done or the loop count < 6
Get the standard data set (recnum) from database.
Convert P dimensional rotated data into orthogonal 2D
projections.
Store orthogonal 2D projections into K.K grids.
Find MEAN (center) of 2D orthogonal projection.
Apply TRANSFORMATION to move it to center of grid.
Check for correct translation.
Find GLOBAL SCALING FACTOR (GSF).
If GSF is too small or too large
Apply scaling to original transformed data set.
Start all over again.
Eise
Apply scaling to K X K grid
Find MEAN, and apply TRANSFORMATION to move it to
center.
Find ANGLE OF ROTATION by applying izeroin method.
52
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Apply 2D ROTATION to the centered, globally scaled test
image.
Apply SMOOTHING to the rotated image.
Find X and Y AXIS SCALING FACTOR(SC).
If SC is too less or too large
Apply scaling to original transformed data set.
Start all over again.
Else
Apply scaling to centered, globally scaled, and rotated
test image.
Find mean, and move it to center.
Find MATCH VALUE.
From the above match value find the (recnum)INDEX to next
record in database.
If recnum = 21 then done is true
If done then
ADD the current details of test file into the database
Print the RESULT according to the match value.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The main goal of this thesis is to identify patterns in P dimensional
data.

This is done by projecting P dimensional data onto two dimensional

grids and using a standard set of patterns to help exploring the original
data set.

While recognition of patterns in P space data from two dimen

sional projected images,

make an attempt to reduce the number of

projections, and to make a general attempt to increase efficiency.
The above procedure was implemented in this thscis by considering
three dimensional data sets.

Three dimensional data sets were used to

find the principal components which gives the angle of rotation in three
space of the original data to its "Standard Position".

This unknown three

space data set is projected orthogonally onto three two dimensional
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images.

To match these two dimensional image with the standard set of

two dimensional patterns, two dimensional transformations like translation,
x and y axis scaling, global scaling, two dimensional rotation were
implemented on grids of size K.K.

Finding an angle of rotation in two

dimensional projections on a grid count was implemented very efficiently.
There are some ideas in this work which contributes to the study of
projection pursuit.
Some further work is recommended from the view points of P
space rotation, heuristic, and the minimum number of projections needed.
The principal axis method used in finding P space rotation angle is not
robust and may fail on occasion.

Most of the work is implemented on

three dimensional data sets, which can be extended to higher dimensions.
Some density function were used in generation of test and standard data
files, which can be extended with different density functions.
complicated heuristic,
efficiently.

some of decision

With a

making can be made more

Categorically, there are ideas given here for future work.
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APPENDIX A
Figures of Standard Data Sets, Test Data Sets and Effect of Rotation
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S1.dat

S10.dat are the standard sets of patterns which consist

of two dimensional orthogonal projections of interesting three dimensional
data sets.

These files are generated with random seed value equal to 1.

Some of these two dimensional standard patterns are functionally identi
cal.

The xy, xz, and yz are the three orthogonally projected two

dimensional views of the three dimensional data set.
T1.dat

T10.dat are the test patterns that are projected

orthogonally onto two dimensions.

These are the unknown data sets with

the same density functions with different random seed value.

The seed

value used in this implementation is 22. The xy, xz, and yz are the three
orthogonally projected two dimensional views of the three dimensional
data set onto two dimensions.
Figures 21 to 36 show the effect of applying rotation in three space
on three dimensional data sets.

An angle of rotation is found by the

principal component, discussed in chapter IV.

Figures 21 to 26 are the

cases in which there exists a principal axis which shows the results in the
implementation.

Figures 27 to 30 are the cases in which the method of

principal axis fails to produce the results.

Figures 31 to 36 show the

partial results and this is due to particular data set only.

Thus, the

principal axis method works well if and only if there exists a principal
component.

In these figures, xy, xz, and yz conventions hold as in the

prior discussion.
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Figure 1. S1.DAT
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Figure 2. S2.DAT
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Figure 3. S3.DAT

Figure 4. S4.DAT
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Figure 5. S5.DAT

Figure 6. S6.DAT
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Figure 7. S7.DAT

Figure 8. S8.DAT
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Figure 9. S9.DAT

Figure 10. S10.DAT
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Figure 11. T1.DAT

Figure 12. T2.DAT
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Figure 13. T3.DAT

Figure 14. T4.DAT
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Figure 16. T6.DAT
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Figure 17. T7.DAT

Figure 18. T8.DAT
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Figure 19. T9.DAT

Figure 20. T10.DAT
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Figure 21. S10.DAT Rotated 30° on XY Axis.

Figure 22. After Finding Principal Components Through SVD
Decomposition, and Applying Three Space Rotation to Figure
21.
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Figure 23. S10.DAT Rotated 30° on XZ Axis.

Figure 24. After Finding Principal Components Through SVD
Decomposition, and Applying Three Space Rotation to Figure
23.
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Figure 25. S10.DAT Rotated 30° on YZ Axis.

Figure 26. After Finding Principal Components Through SVD
Decomposition, and Applying Three Space Rotation to Figure
25.
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Figure 27. S5.DAT Rotated 30° on XZ Axis.

Figure 28. After Finding Principal Components Through SVD
Decomposition, and Applying Three Space Rotation to Figure
27.
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Figure 29. S5.DAT Rotated 30° on YZ Axis.

Figure 30. After Finding Principal Components Through SVD
Decomposition, and Applying Three Space Rotation to Figure
29.
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Figure 31. S3.DAT Rotated 30° on XZ Axis.

Figure 32. After Finding Principal Components Through SVD
Decomposition, and Applying Three Space Rotation to Figure
31.
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Figure 33. S3.DAT Rotated 60° on YZ Axis.

vv

Figure 34. After Finding Principal Components Through SVD
Decomposition, and Applying Three Space Rotation to Figure
33.
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Figure 35.
Axis.

S3.DAT Rotated 30° on XY Axis and 30° on XZ

Figure 36. After Finding Principal Components Through SVD
Decomposition, and Applying Three Space Rotation to Figure
35.
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APPSCA3D.C
#indude
#include
#induds
#indude

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

r

To apply scaling factor to 3 dimensional original data points
and get the new file of scaled image. */

apply_scale_3d(fp1 ,fp2,sfx,sfy,sfz,theta,j(check3,s1)
FILE *fp1, *fp2;
float sfx, sfy, sfz;
int theta, j, check3;
char s1 [20];
{

float p4, p5, p6;
float x1 ,y1 ,z1 ,x_center=0,y_center=0,z_center=0;
float x,y,z;
float pi = 3.1415926535;
double c,sc,cs;
/* find the center of the data points 7
center(fp2,&x_center,&y_center, &z_center);
fdose(fp2);
if (check3*=0)
if ((fp2 = fopen(s1,"r"))==NULL) thexit("error in opening s1");
}

else if ((check3 % 2) =« 1)
{ if ((fp2 - fopenftt.dat", "r"))==NULL)
thexitferror in opening tt.dat");
}

qIS6

if ((fp2 - fopen("tt2.dat","r"))»>eNULL)
thexit("error in opening tt2.dat");
c = 2.0*pi*theta/360.0;
sc a sin(c);
cs = cos(c);
while(fscanf(fp2,"%12f %12f %12f ",&x1,&y1,&z1)l=EOF)
switch (j)
{

case 0 :
x = x1-x_center;
y = y1-y_center;
z = z1-z_center;
break;
case 1 :
x = (float)((x1-x_center)*cs-(y1-y_center)*sc);
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y = (float)((x1-x_center)’ sc+(y1-y_center)*cs);
z = z1-z_center;
break;
case 2 :
x = (float)((x1-x_center)*cs-(z1-z_center)*sc);
z = (float)((x1-x_center)*sc+(z1-z_center)*cs);
y = y1-y_center;
break;
case 3 :
y = (float)((y1-y_center)*cs-(z1-z_center)*sc);
z = (float)((y1-y_center)*sc+(z1-z_center)*cs);
x = x1-x_center;
break;
} /* end of switch */
p4 = sfx*x+x_center;
p5 = sty*y+y_center;
p6 = sfz*z+z_center;
fprintf(fp1,"%12f %12f %12f \n",p4,p5,p6);
} r end of while */
} r end of apple_scale_3d */

t-----------------------------------------------------------------------MAIN.C
*

#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

*

/

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
<vista.h>
"thmain.h"
"thdbase.h"

T global variables */
int c[N][N]Id[N][N],xc2[N],xm2[N],yc2[N]1ym2[N];
int x[N][N], y[N][N], z[N][N], z1[N][N], z2[N]tN];
int xy2[N][N], xz2[N][N], yz2[N][N];
int xm[N], xc[N], ym[N], yc[N];
int n1[N], n2[N];
int x1r»0,x2=0,x3=0,x4m36,axm=0;
int cb[M+1],sb[M+1];
float a[M+1], pi=3.1415926535, api=0.0174532;
float q[N][N];
struct node_setup gins;
struct match_view glmv;

MAIN

MAIN

MAI N
/

main(argc,argv)
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int argc;
char ’ argvQ;
{

T

fp2 - input file pointers
i,j,k
- loop index variables
xml - x_mean of array c and d
ym1 - y_mean of array c and d
c_count • total count in array c & d
match_value - gives the match value of the two views

V

FILE *fp3, *fopen();
int i,j,xm1=0,ym1=0;
int c_count=0;
int loop_count=0;
float match_value=0.0;
char s1[20];
int recnum = 1, count=0, done=0, result[4], jj;
if (vistaini() == 0)
/* to initiialise the database */
thexit("something wrong in opening database");

r

check for input arguments */
if (argc != 2)
thexit("Usage: thmain infile2(testfile) ’ );

r

open the input files */

if ((fp3 = fopen("temp.dat","a"))»=NULL)
thexitftemp.dat can’t be opened");
init();

/* initialize all global array 7

for (j»1 ,recnum=1; j<=3; recnum=1,j++)
{

count = 0; done = 0;
fprintf(fp3,"\n\nj=%d",j);
resultO] =* 0;
while (ldone&&count<6)
{

r

get the first record from database */

fprintf(fp3,"Vninside loop, loopcount=%d recnum=%d\n",count,recnum);
if (getrecord(recnum, &xm1, &ym1, &c_count) =» 0)
thexit("error from getrecord 1");
printf("recnum=%d xm1-%d ym1=%d c_count=%d\n",recnum,xm1,ym1,c_count);
r send array c,c_count, x m l, ym1, xm xc ym yc
fp3 and j to the findmatch and get match value */
match_value = findmatch(fp3,j, xmf, ym1, c, c_count, glns.name,argv[2]);
i - getindex(match_value,glns.cutoff1,glns.cutoff2,glns.cutoff3);
recnum = glns.node_loc[i];
count++;
printf("match=%f recnum=%d index=%d\n",match_value,recnum,i);
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if (recnum == 21) done = 1;
check if that is the end of loop */
}
end of not done */
if (done)

r
r

{

printf ("\n\ninside the add member\n");
jj = index(glns.node_key, match_value);
printf("\njj=%d\n",jj);
resultQ] = jj;
r copy everything to struct match_view */
glmv.match_key = match_value;
glmv.count = count;
r then add the match_view struct to the sorted list */
r locate the parent to be added */
r make it owner of the set */
if (d_setor(MATCH_LIST) != S_OKAY)
thexit("error in setor, main.c");
T add the struct to list */
if (d_fillnew(MATCH_VIEW,&glmv) != S_OKAY)
{

printf("db_status=%d\n",db_status);
thexitferror in fillnew, main.c");

}

r

connect the both member and owner */
if (d_connect(MATCH_LIST) != S_OKAY)
thexitferror in connect, main.c");
printf("after adding member to list\n\n");
) r end of if done */
else
{

r

came out of loop, since looped more than 6 times */
printf("error in design\n");
} r end of else done */
} r end of j */
printf("\n %d %d %d \n",result[1],result[2],result[3]);
prres(result); /* print the result */
}

thexit("Done completly");
r end of main */
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^ * ♦ 1►

*** » * * * * * * * * * # « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SCALE1D.C

* * • • • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *««****^

#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

/* This function will find the SX1 for array q[1..N], x is the
mean, y is the total number of count in array q, and z is the SX1. */
scale_1d(q,x,y,z)
int q[N], x, y;
float *z;
{

int i;
r loop index variable */
long sum = OL; /* to accumulate the sum inside the loop */
for (i=0; i<N; i++)

{

sum += (q[i] * abs((long)((i+1)-x)));

}

*z = (float)(sum)/(float)y;
r end of scale_1d ’ /

}

r

to find the scale factor */

MATCH. C
..............................................................—j
#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

r

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

To find the match between the two images x & y. It returns the difference
in the two images, if the match is exact then return zero. */

match(x,y,a,b,z)
int x[NJ[N], y[N][N], a, b;
float *z;
r x, y - are the two array we are trying to compare
a, b - are the total number of count in the array x, y
z
- return to the main match value
{

*/

int i,j;
/* loop index variables 7
float sum = 0; r to accumulate the result inside the loop */

*z « 0;
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
for (j=0; j<N; j++)
sum +« (abs(((float)x[i]D]/(float)a) - {(float)y[i][|]/(float)b)));
*z = sum;
} r end of match */
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r

PRANGLE.C

#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude
T

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

This is the procedure which simulates the ZERO IN function
to find the angle of rotation between two N X N array , d_count
and c_count are the total number of data points in two array 7

process_angle(d_count,c_count)
int d_count, c_count;
{

int k, i, x1=0, x2=0, x3=0, x4=36, axm;
for (k=0; k<=M; k+=36)
{

rotate(k);
/* call rotate function to rotate at k degree 7
smooth(y,d);
/* smooth the y image to d 7
d_count = sum2(d); r find the new total count of image d 7
a[k] « 0;
r initialize element a[k] to 0 7
calculate(k,c,d,c_count,d_count); /* calculate the difference in
density between two images 7
if (a[k] « 0.0) goto L90;
/* if difference is zero then stop 7

}

L10 : for(i=x4; i<M; i+=36) /* check for minimum point in curve 7
if ((a[i] <= a[i-36]) && (a[i] <= a[i+36]))
{
r if the above condition is meet then 7
x1 = i + 36;
x2 = i;
x3 « i - 36;
x4 a x1;
goto L20;
}

goto L90;
/* to terminate the loop */
L20 : if ((abs(x2 - x1) > 1) && (abs(x3 - x2) > 1))
{

quadin(x1,x2,x3,&axm); /* call quadin to get interpolated angle 7
rotate(axm);
r then rotate at that angle 7
smooth(y,d);
/* smother the image we get 7
d_count = sum2(d);
/* find the new total count of image d 7
a[axm] = 0;
/* initialize a[axm] to 0 7
calculate(axm,c,d,c_count,d_count); r calculate the difference
in density between c & d 7
if (a[axml =« 0) goto L90; /* if zero then terminate 7
if (( x1>axm) &&(axm>x2)) /* if axm is in between x1 & x2 7
{

r

if a[x2] is in between a[axm] & a[x3] */
if ((a[x2] <= a[axm]) && (a[x2] <= a[x3]))
{ x1 = axm; }
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else r if a[axm] is in between a[x1] & a[x2] 7
{ x3 = x2; x2 = axm; }
}

r if axm is in between x2 & x3 7
else
{ /* if a[axm] is in between a[x3] & a[x2] 7
if ((a[axm] <= a[x3]) && (a[axm] <= a[x2]))
{ x1 = x2; x2 = axm; }
else I* if a[x2] is in between a[x1] & a[axm] 7
{ x3 = axm; }

r

}

if the difference in x1,x2,x3 are lessthan two degree 7
if ((abs(x2-x1)<=2) || (abs(x2-x3)<=2)) goto L10;
else goto L20;
}

else
{ I* if x minimum is within tolerance - terminate 7
if (a[x2] <= 0.0001) goto L90;
else goto L10;
L90 :;

}

) /* end of process_angle 7
/.................................................

FDMEAN.C
#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

r

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

calling routine to find mean in array c 7

find_mean(c,xm,xc,ym,yc,xm1 ,ym1 ,c_count)
int c[N][N], xm[N], xc[N], ym[NJ, yc[N];
int *xm1, "yml, *c_count;
{

mean_arr(xm,xc,c);
mean_arr_1 (ym.yc.c);
*xm1 = mean(xc);
*ym1 = mean(yc);
*c_count = sum1(xc);
r end of find mean 7

/* find x_mean & row count for all rows in c 7
r find y_mean & column count for allcolumns 7
I* find the center of image 7
r find the center of image 7
r find the sum of all count inarray xc */
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r

....

. . . . . --------------------------------------------------

GLINIT.C
*

#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

/

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

r To initialize all the two dimensional array used to store image 7
initt ()
{

int i,j;
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
for (j**0; j<N; j++)
{

xy2[i][fl = 0;
xz2[i][j] = 0;
yz2[i][fl = 0;
}

} /* end of initl */

r

To initialize all the arrays and variables. */

init()
{

int i,j;
r loop index variables 7
int x1,y1,x2,y2,x4;
double b * 0; r To find the sine and cosine of an angle 7
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
{

xm2[i] = 0;
xc2[i] = 0;
xc[i] = 0 ;
xmp] = 0;
yc[i] = 0;
ymp] = 0;
yc2[i] = 0;
ym2[i] = 0;

}

for (i=0; i<N; i++)
for 0=0; j<N; j++)
{

cPJDl - 0;

dintn = o;
xpllfl - 0;
yPlDl = o;

zPlDl » 0;
z l [GDI = 0;

z2[i][j] = 0;
}
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r

to store the cos and sin constants in an array 7
for (i=0; i<=M; i++)
{

b = (double)(api * i);
cb[i] = (int)( cos(b) * SIZE);
sb[i] = (int)( sin(b) * SIZE);
a[i] =100;

/* convert to radian 7

r find cosine(b)*SIZE and truncate
r find sine(b)*SIZE and truncate 7
r initialize a[i] to 100 7

7

T to find the circle inside the grid where ail angles are valid 7
for (i=0;i<N;i++)
{

n1[i] = 0;
n2[i] = 0;
x1
yi
x4
for
{

}

= N/2;
= 0;
= (int)(((float)N/2)*SIZE);
(i=0;i<=90; i++)
x2 = (int)((x4 + <x1*cb[i] - y1*sb[i])) » 10);
y2 - (int)((x4 - (x1*sb[i] + y1*cb[i])) » 10);
if ((x2>=0) && (x2 < N) && (y2>=0) && (y2 < N))
if (n2[y2] <» x2) n2[y2] = x2;

}

j = N-1;
for (i=0;
for (i=0;
for (i=0;
} T end

i<N/2; i++) n2[j--] = n2p];
i<N; i++) n1[i] = N - 1 - n2[i];
i<N; i++) printf("i=%d n1=%d n2=%d \n",i,n1[i],n2[i]);
of init 7

^ * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * •# * * *

ROTATE.C
.........................................................—j
ffindude
ffindude
#indude
#indude

<math.h>
<stdiib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

F To

rotate all the elements of array x by an angle k, resulting in y array.
All the calculations are done in integer type so there will be some
truncation effect in result. */

rotate (k)
int k;

{

/* k « theta 7

int i,{;
r loop index variable 7
int x1=0,y1=0,x2»0,y2=0,x3=0,x4=0; f" temp variable 7
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
for (j=0; j<N; j++)
yPlffl = 0;

r

initialization */
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= (int)( (float)(N)/(float)(2*N)-(float)N/2); r middle of x[0][0] */
= (int)( ((float)N/2) ’ SIZE);
/* transformation value */
= -x3;
T initialize to middle of grid x[0][0] */
= x3;
r initialize to middle of grid x[0][0] */
(i=n1[i]; i <n2[i]; i++)

x3
x4
y1
x1
for

{

for (j=n1[i]; j<n2[i]; j++)

{

r

to find new value of x & y coordinates, transformation
is done on this and then truncated ’ /
if (x[i][fl != 0)

{

x2 = (int)((x4 + (x1 * cb[k) - y1 * sb[k])) » SIZE2);
y2 = (int)((x4 - (x1 * sb[k] + y1 ‘ cb[k])) » SIZE2);
if ((x2>=0) && (x2<N) && (y2>=0) && (y2<N))
y[y2][x2] += x[i]Q];

}

x1++;

r

find new incremented x1 value */

}

y1-= 1; /* initialize to first grid */
x1 = x3; r initialize to first grid in i row */

}

} r end of rotate */

r ..............................................................................*...........
SMOOTH.C

............................. *..............................
#induda
#indude
#indude
#indude

r

i

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

This is smoothing function. This routine uses 0.5 as a weight for a[i,j]
and 0.05, 0.075 as weight for all surrounded grids of a[i,j], to smoother
the array p to r. */

smooth(p.r)
int p[N][N], r[N][N];

{

int i,j,k,l;
long int yz=0;

/* loop index variables */
r to accumulate the sum */

r smoothing */
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
for Q=0; j<N; j++)
rPKD ■ 0 ;
r

r

initialize to zero */

for every element in the array p */
for (i=1; i<N-1; i++)
for 0=1; j<N-1; j++)

{

yz = 0;
yz += (5O*(long)(p[i-1]0-1]+p[i+1]0-1]+pp+1][j+1]+p[i-1][i+1]));
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yz += (75‘ (long)(p[i]D-1]+p[i][j+1]+p[i-1]Dl+PD+1]D]));
yz += (500*(long)p[i][j] + 500);
r[i][j] a (int)((float)yz/1000);

}

r

add the outside row & columns of p to r as it is. 7
for (i=0; i <N; i++)
{

r[0][i] += p[0]p];
r[N-1][i] += p[N-1][i];

}

for (i=1; i <N-1; i++)

{
r[i][0] += p[i][0];
rp][N-1] += p[i][N-1J;

r

}

}

end of smooth 7
HLP.C

#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

r

v

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

To find the smallest value in the array p and return it through index t 7

small1(p,t)
float p[M];
int *t;
{

int sm;
int i;

r

/* to accumulate sum sm 7
loop index variable */

sm = 0;
for (i=1 ;i<M;i++)
•1 ((PPl < P[sm])&&(pp] != 100)) sm = i;
*t = sm;
} r end of smalU 7

r

To read an input file-fd, into array p. 7

read_2darr(fd,p)
FILE *fd;
int p[N][N];

{

int i.j;
for (i=0; i<N; i++)

{

for (j=0; j<N; j++)

{

fscanf(fd,"%4d ",&pp][j]);
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}

fscanf(fd,"\n");

}

r

}

r

read_2darr.c 7

To read an input file-fd, into array a. 7

read_arr(fd,a)
FILE *fd;
int a[N][N];

{

int i, j, x1=0, y1=0;
/* i,j - loop index variable
x l, y1 - temp integer variables 7
while(fscanf(fd,"%d %d ",&x1,&y1)!=EOF)

/* read x l.y l 7

{

i = x1/MAXRGR;
r find which grid it belongs to 7
] = y1/MAXCGR;
if (i » N) i-;
r check for array index overflow 7
if (j == N) j--;
a[i]0]++;
r to increment the contents of the array a[i][j] 7

} /* read_arr 7

r

To read an input file-fd, into array p,q,r of size N X N. 7

read_3d(fd,p,q,r)
FILE *fd;
int p{N][N], q[N][N], r[N][N];

{

int i, j, k, x1=0, y1=0, z1=>0;
i,j,k
- loop index variable
x1, y1, z1 - temp integer variables */

r

while(fscanf(fd,"%d %d %d \&x1,&y1,&z1)!=EOF)

/* read x1,y1,z1 */

i = x1 /MAX3RGR;
r find which grid it belongs to */
j = y1/MAX3RGR;
k - Z1/MAX3RGR;
if (i == N) i--;
/* check for array index overflow */
if (j as N) j--;
if (k =» N) k--;
if ((i<0)||(i>N)||(j<0)||(j>N)||(k<0)||(k>N))
{ printf("array out of bonus \n *);}
else {
p[i]D]++; r to increment the contents of the array pp][j] 7
q[i][k]++;

rtj][k]++;

}

r

read_3d 7
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r

To read an input file-fd, into array p,q,r of size N X N. */

read_3d_fl(fd,p,q,r)
FILE *fd;
int p[N][N], q[N][N], r[N][N];

{

int i, j, k;
float x1=0, y1=0, z1=0;
r i,j,k
- loop index variable
x1, y1, z1 - temp float variables */
while(fscanf(fd,"%f %f %f ",&x1,&y1,&z1)!=EOF)

/* read x1.y1.z1 */

{

i = (int)(x1*N+0.5);
/* find which grid it belongs to */
j = (int)(y1*N+0.5);
k = (int)(z1*N+0.5);
if (i 3= N) i--;
/* check for array index overflow */
if (] == N) j- ;
if (k == N) k~;
if ((i<0)||(i>N)||(j<0)||{j>N)||(k<0)||(k>N))
{ printf("array out of bonus \n"); }
else {
P[GD]++: r to increment the contents of the array pp][j] */
q[0[k]++;
rDlIk]++;

}

}

} /* end of read_3d_fl 7

r

To calculate the sum of all elements in the array p. and returns the sum. 7

sum1(p)
int p[N];

{

int i.sumeO;

r

loop index variables & sum accumulating variable
inside loop 7

for (i=0;i<N;i++)
sum += p[i];
retum(sum);
} r end of sum1 */

r

To find the sum of all elements in two dimension array,p and return the sum. */

sum2(p)
int p[N][N];

{

int i.j.sunW);

r

loop index variable & temp variable sum */

for (i=0;i<N;i++)
for (j*0;j<N;j++)
sum + - p[i][fl;
retum(sum);
} r end of sum2 */
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T To copy array p to q of size N X N. 7
copy2(p,q)
int p[N][N],q[N][N];

{

int i,j;

r

loop index variable & temp variable sum 7

for (i=0;i<N;i++)
for (j=0;j<N;j++)
qtODl = PEQED;
} r end of copy2 7
T To print two dimension array,pp][j] to standard output. 7
wrt1 (p,i,j)
int p[N][N],i,j;
T array p of size i X j 7

{

int a,b;

r

loop index variable 7

for (a=0;a<i;a++)

{

for (b=0;txj;b++)
printf("%4d ",p[a][b]);
printf("\n");
}

}

I* end

of wrtl 7

/* To print one dimension array p of size i to the standard output. 7
wrt3(p,i)
int p[N],i;
r array p to be printed and it is of size i 7

{

int a; /* loop index variable 7
for (asO; a <i; a++)
printf("%4d",p[a]);
printf("\n");
} r end of wrt3 7

I* To

print two dimension array,pp](j] to standard output. 7

wrtfl (p,i,j)
float **p;
int i,j;
r array p is of type float, of size i X j 7
int a,b; /* loop index variable */
for (a=0;a<i;a++)

{

for (b=0;txj;b++)
printf(’ %f ",p[a][b]);
printf("\n");
}

}

r

end of wrtfl 7
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r

To print one dimension array p of size i to the standard output. 7

wrtf3(p,i)
float *p;
int i;
F array p of float to be printed and it is of size i 7

{

int a; r loop index variable 7
printf("\n\n");
for (a=0; a < i; a++)
printf("%f ",p[a]);
printf("\n");
} /* end of wrtf3 7

r

END OF HLP.C 7

/

...

...—
MEAN.C

#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

r

/

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

To find the mean of the element in the array p, and return the mean to
the calling function through r. 7

mean(p)
int pQ;

{

int i, r=0, count=0;
long int sum=0L;

/* i - loop index variable
r - to store the mean
count - to store the total sum 7
/* sum - stores the accumulated sum inside
the loop 7

for (i=0; i<N; i++)

{

count += p[i];
sum += (long)p[i]*(i+1);

}

r - (int)((float)sum/(float)count + 0.5);
retum(r);
) r end of mean 7
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r To find the row mean of the array r to array p and the row count to array q. 7
mean_arr(p,q,r)
int p[N], q[N], 31
;
r p - array to store the row mean
q - array to store the column count
r - input array to find the mean & count 7

{

int i, j, k=0, count=0;
long int sum;
r i,j - loop index variable
k
- temp variable to keep track of column number
count • accumulate of number of counts in a row
sum - temp variable to use inside the loop 7
for (i=0; i<N; i++)

{

p[i] = 0;
q[i] - 0;

}
for (i=0; i<N; i++)

{

count = 0;
/* initialize all variables 7
sum = 0L;
for (j=0; j<N; j++)
{
r to calculate the sum 7
count += r(i]0];
sum += (0+1) * (long)r[i][j]);

}

q[i] » count;
if (count != 0)
p[i] = (int)((float)sum/(float)count + 0.5);

r

0.5 to round off 7

)

} /* end of mean_arr 7

r

To find the column mean & column total of counts of the array r into the
array p and q. 7

nr>3an_arr_1 (p.q.r)
int p[N]t q[N], r[N][N];
r r - array we will be finding the column sum and the column mean,
p - array to store the column mean
q - array to store the column total count 7
{

int i, j, k=0, count=0;
long int sum;
I* i,j - loop index variable
k - to keep track of row
count - accumulates the column total count 7
for (i=0; i<N; i++)

{

p[i] = 0;
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q[Q = 0;
}

for (i=0; i<N; i++)

{

count = 0;
/* to initialize 7
sum = 0L;
for (j=0; j<N; j++)
{
/* to accumulate the column count & sum 7
count += rfl]p];
sum += (0+1) * (long)r[p]);

r

)

to calculate the column count and column mean 7
q[i] ■ count;
if (count != 0)
p[i] = (int)((float)sum/(float)count + 0.5);

}
}

r

end of mean_arr1

7

j-------- *— *----------------------------- *------------ *---------TRANS.C

*

/

#indude "thmain.h"
#indude "thdbase.h"
/* To translate the image matrix to its origin. It returns 1 if translation
is needed or else 0. 7
int translate(p,q,xm>ym)
int p[N][N],q[N][N],xm,ym;
{

int i,j,x_diff=0,y_diff=0,orgina(N/2)+1;
int s1=0,s2=0, ret = 0;
glmv.xpos = x_diff = orgin - xm;
glmv.ypos ■ y_diff = orgin - ym;
if ((x_diff != 0) && (y_diff I . 0))

{

ret - 1;
for (i=0;i<N;i++)
for (j=0;j<N;j++)
q[i]Dl - 0;
for (i=0;i<N;i++)
for (j*o;i<N;j++)

{

st ■ i + x_diff;
s2 = j + y_diff;
if ((s1 >=0)&&(s1<N)&&(s2>=0)&&(s2<N))
q[s1][s2] += p[i]Q];

}

) r end of if 7
retum(ret);
} r end of translate 7
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QUADIN.C
#indude <math.h>
#indude "thmain.h"
/* This is the function where it uses quadratic minimize technic. */
quadin(x1 tx2,x3,z)
int x1,x2,x3,*z; ./* x1,x2,x3 are the points in the curve and z is the
interpolated minimum value */
{

float a1=0.0,b1=0.0, p5=0.0; /* temp variables */
float p3=0,p4=0;

p3 = (float)x2 * (float)x2; /* p3,p4,p5 - are used to reduce time */
p4 = (float)x3 * (float)x3;
p5 = a[x2] - a[x3];
a1 = a[x1]*(float)(x2-x3) - (float)x1*p5 + a[x2]*x3 - x2*a[x3];
b1 = (float)xr(float)x1*p5 - ((float)p3-(float)p4)*a[x1] +p3*a[x3] - p4*a[x2];
*z = (int)(-b1/(2*a1));
/* final result - minimum interpolated value */
} /* end of quadin */
/

—

* * * * * * * -------------------------------------------------

...............—..................................—....--- j
CENTER.C

#indude <math.h>
#indude "thmain.h"
/* To find the center of the data points by calculating the
mean from the original data points, it returns the value of the center
coordinates x_center, y_center, z_center. */
center(fd,x_center,y_center,z_center)
FILE *fd;
float *x_center,*y_center,*z_center;
{

float x_count=0,y_count = 0, z_count=0;
float x1=0,y1=0,z1=0;
int count = 0;
while(fscanf(fd,"%12f %12f %12f\n",&x1 ,&y1 ,&z1 )!=EOF)
{

count++;
x_count += x1;
y_count +■= y1;
z_count += z1;

}

*x_center = x_count/(float)count;
*y_center = y_count/(float)count;
*z~center = z_count/(float)count;
} r end of center */
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*

r

*
SCALE2D.C
*

#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

*

/

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

/* This procedure will calculate the new array q of size N X N applying
a global scaling factor SF to x & y coordinates. */
int scaling_2d(p,q,sf)
int p[N][N],q[N][N];
float sf;

{

int i,j,r,s,origin=N/2,x1=0ly1=0;
float x2=0,y2=0;
for(i=0; i<N; i++)
forG=0; j<N; j++)
q[0Dl = 0;
y1 = origin;
x1 = -origin;
for (i=0; i<N; i++)

{

for(j=0; j<N; j++)

{

if (pmm i= o)

{

x2 - sf*x1;
y2 = sf*y1;
if (x2 <= 0) x2 -= 0.5;
else x2 += 0.5;
if (y2 « * 0) y2 -« 0.5;
else y2 += 0.5;
r ■ origin + (int)(x2);
s = origin - (int)(y2);
if ((r>=0) && (r<N) && (s>=0) && (s<N))
q[s][r] +o p[Q[Q;

}

x1++;

}
y i —;

x1 = -origin;

}

}

r

end of scale_2d */
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******************

GLSCALE.C
#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

r

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

This procedure will help us in finding global scaling factor. 7

global_scale(q,z)
int q[N][N];
float *z;

{

int i,j,x_mean=N/2,y_mean=N/2;
long int count=0L;
float sum - 0;
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
for (jaO; j<N; j++)

{

count += q[i][j];
sum +*> (float)(qp][j]*abs((i-x_mean)-(j-y_mean)));

}

*z = (float) (sum)/count;
} r end of global_scale 7

-----------------------------APPSCALE.C

..............................................

#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

r

/

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"

This procedure will calculate the new array q of size N X N applying
a scaling factor SFX to x & SFY to y coordinates. 7

apply_scale(p,q,sfx,sfy)
int p[N][N],q[N][N];
float sfx, sfy;

{

int i,j,r,s,origin=N/2,x1 =0,y 1=»0,x4=0,y4=0;
float x2=0,y2=0,x3»0,y3=0;
int aBO,b*0,c=0,d*0,sum=0,diff=0;
for(i=0; i<N; i++)
for(j=0; j<N; j++)

{
qWDl = o;

}
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y1 = origin;
x1 = -origin;
for (i=0; i<N; i++)

{

for(j=0; j<N; j++)

{

if (PWDl == 0) goto L20;
x2 = sfy*x1;
y2 = sfx*y1;
if (x2 <= 0) x4 = (int)(x2 - 0.5);
else x4 = (int)(x2 + 0.5);
if (y2 <= 0) y4 = (int)(y2 - 0.5);
else y4 = (int)(y2 + 0.5);
x3 = abs(x2-x4);
y3 = abs(y2-y4);
r = origin + x4;
s = origin - y4;
a - (int)(p[i]D]*(1-x3)*(1-y3)+0.5);
b » (int)(p[i]D]*x3*(1-y3)+0.5);
c = (int)(p[i][j]*y3*(1-x3)+0.5);
d . (int)(p[i]Q]*x3*y3+0.5);
sum = a+b+c+d;
diff ■ sum - p[i][j];
x3 = x2-x4;
y3 * y2-y4;
if (diff == 0) goto L15;
/* if the count which are split are not equal to original */
if ((PPJOl < sum) && (d>=diff)) d -= diff;
else

if ((P[i][j] < sum) && (d<diff))
{ diff
d;
d ■ 0;
if (b>=diff) b -■ diff;
else { diff -= b;
b = 0;
if (c >= diff) c -= diff;

else { diff -= c;
c « 0;
if (a>*=diff) a -= diff;
else
{ diff -= a;
a = 0;

}

else a += (p[i][j]-sum);
L15:
if ((r>0) && (r<N-1) && (s>0) && (s<N-1))

{

qts][r]
+= a;
if ((x3>=0.0)&&(y3>=0.0))
q[s][r+1]
q[s-1][r]

+= b;
+ - c;
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q[s-1][r+1] + - d;
}

if ((x3>0.0)&&(y3<0.0))
{

q[s][r+1] += c;
q[s+1][r] += b;
q[s+1][r+1] += d;
}

if ((x3<=0.0)&&(y3<=0.0))

{

q[s][r-1]
+= c;
q[s+1][r]
+= b;
q[s+1][r-1] += d;

}

if ((x3<0.0)&&(y3>0.0))
{

q[s][r-1]
+= b;
q[s-1][r]
+= c;
q[s-1][r-1] += d;

}
}

if ((r==0)||(r==(N-1))||{s==0)!|(s==(N-1)))
q[s][r] += a;
L20: x1++;
}

yi--;
x1 = -origin;
}

}

r

end of apple_scale 7

t--------------------------------------------------------------------VISTAINI.C
................................................................................................................................................................. ..............* * * ‘ 7

#indude <vista.h>
#indude "thdbase.h"
#indude "thmain.h"

r

To initialize the db_vista database with the datafile or3.dat 7

int vistaini()

{

struct node_setup ns;
int ret = 0, i, j, k;
FILE *fp, *fopen();
if ( d_open("thdbase",V) « S_UNAVAIL)
{ printf("database unavailable \n");
retum(ret);}
if ((fp = fopen("or3.dat","r"))==NULL)
thexitferror in opening or3.dat,vistaini.c");

r
r

check for database initialization 7
if node_key = 21 already in database then 7
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r

database is initialized and skip the whole routine 7
ns.node_key = 21;
if (d_keyfind(NODE_KEY,&ns.node_key) == S_NOTFOUND)

{

for (k=0; k<13; k++)

{

for (i=0; i<N; i++)
for (j=0; j<N; j++)
fscanf(fp,"%d",&ns.a[i]0]);
fscanf(fp,"%D %f %f %f %d %d %d %d",&ns.position,&ns.cutoff1,
&ns.cutoff2,&ns.cutoff3,&ns.nodejoc[0], &ns.node_loc[1 ],
&ns.node_loc[2], &ns.node_loc[3]);
if (d_fillnew(NODE_SETUP,&ns) l= S_OKAY)

(

printf("error in fillnew in vistaini\n");
return(ret);

}

else

{

printf("after adding %d\n",ns.node_key);
ret = 1;

}

} /* end of if key * 21 7
} /* end of for 7
else
T else initialize it to ail default values 7
{ ret o 1;
printf ("not in initialising\n");}
return(ret);
} T end of vistaini.c */

r

--------------------------THEXIT.C

#indude
#indude
#indude
ffindude

r

<stdio.h>
<vista.h>
"thmain.h"
"thdbase.h"

The general error exit routine to exit the program. 7

int thexit(str)
char * str;
{

printf ("%s\n", str);

d_doseO;
}

exit(1);
r end of thexit */
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/

* .................................................................................

PROGLSCA.C
A - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » « ••* * ••* * •# * * + ,

#include
#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

r

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
"thmain.h"
"thdbase.h"

The calling routine to apply global, and each axis scaling
factor to the original data points. */

int proglsca(check3, j, sfx, sfy, theta, str, glsc)
int check3, j, theta, glsc;
float sfx, sfy;
char * str;
{

FILE *fp4, *fp5, *fopen();
int ret=0;

r

open the local temporary files */
if (check3==0)
{

if ((fp4 = fopenftt.datYw"))==N ULL)
thexitfinside proglsca, open tt.dat ");
if ((fp5 ■ fopen(str,"r"))=»®NULL)
thexit("inside proglsca open s t r ");

}

else if ((check3 % 2) == 1)
{

if ((fp5 ® fopenftt.dat","r"))==NULL)
thexit("inside proglsca, open tt.d a t");
if ((fp4 ® fopen("tt2.dat","w"))==NULL)
thexitfinside proglsca, open tt2.dat");

}

else

{

if ((fp5 ® fopen("tt2.dat","r"))==NULL)
thexitfinside proglsca, open tt2.dat");
if ((fp4 = fopen("tt.dat","w"))==NULL)
thexitfinside proglsca, open tt.dat");
}

if (glsc == 1)
{

apply_scale_3d(fp4,fp5,sfx,sfx,sfx,0,0,check3,str);

}

else
{

switch (j)
{

case 1 :

apply_scale_3d(fp4,fp5,sfx, sfy, 1.0,theta,j,check3, str);
break;
case 2 : apply_scale_3d(fp4,fp5,sfx, 1.0,sfy,theta,j,check3,str);
break;
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case 3 : apply_scale_3d(fp4,fp5,1.0,sfx,sfy,theta,j,check3,str);
break;
} r end of switch 7
} r end of else 7
fdose(fp4);
fdose(fp5);
if ((check3 % 2) == 0)
{

if ((fp4 = fopenftt.dat","r"))==NULL)
thexit("inside sfx, after sc open tt.dat");
}

©Is©
if {(fp4 = fopen("tt2.dat","r"))==NULL)
thexitfinside sfx, after sc open tt2.dat \n");
init1();
read_3d_fI(fp4 ,xy2,xz2,yz2);
t<, = 1;
fdose(fp4);
retum(ret);

} T end of proglsca */
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/......................................................................................
FINDMATGH.C
*

/

#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

r

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"
"thdbase.h"

Driving routine to find the match value for one orthoganal
projection of N dimensional data points. It returns the
match value to the calling routine. 7

float findmatch(fp3,j,xm1 ,ym1 ,c,c_count,str1 ,str2)
FILE *fp3;
int j, xml, ym1, c[N][N], c_count;
char *str1, *str2;
{

int i, xm3=0, ym3=0;
FILE *fp2, *fopen();
int d_count=0;
int theta»0,ioop_count=0,checkS;
float match_value=0.0,scx1 =0.0,scx2=0.0,scy1 =0.0,scy2=0.0,sfx=0.0,sfy=0.0;
int check1=0, check3=0;

r turn on the flags 7
check3 = checkl = 0;
match_value => -10;
ch@ck5 s 1*
if ((fp2 = fo'pen(str2,"r"))==NULL)
{ printf("\nstr2=%s\n",str2);
thexit("error in opening file 2");
}

initl ();
r initialize global arrays and variables 7
read_3d_fl(fp2,xy2,xz2,yz2); /* read second input file into array x 7
while(check5)
{

switch (j)
{

case 1 :

copy2(xy2,x);
if (check3==0)
{

fprintf(fp3,T%s \", \"%s..xy..view\", ",str1,str2);
copy2(xy2,glmv.b);
sprintf(glmv.tname,"%s..xy..view",str2);

}

break;
case 2 : copy2(xz2,x);
if (check3==0)
{

fprintf(fp3,Y%s \", \"%s..xz..view\", ",str1,str2);
sprintf(glmv.tname,"%s..xz..view",str2);
copy2(xz2,glmv.b);
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}

break;
case 3 : copy2(yz2,x);
if (check3==0)
{fprintf(fp3,T%s V, V%s..yz..viewY\ ",str1,str2);
sprintf(glmv.tname,"%s..yz..view",str2);
copy2(yz2,glmv.b);
}

break;
}

find_mean(x,xm2,xc2,ym2,yc2,&xm3,&ym3,&d_count);
loop_count++;
if (loop_count >= 12)
{

copy2(x,d);
d_count = sum2(d);
goto L99;

}
for(; (translate(x,z2,xm3,ym3) == 1); loop_count++)
{

if (loop_count >= 12)

{

copy2(z2,d);
d_count = sum2(d);
goto L99;

find_mean(z2,xm2,xc21ym2,yc2,&xm3t&ym3,&d_count);
copy2{z2,x);
} r end of for translate */
if (check1!=1)
{

loop_count++;
global_scale(c,&scx1);
global_scale(x, &scx2);
sfx mscx1/scx2;
if (sfx <= 0.01) sfx = 0.01;
glmv.glsca = sfx;
if ((sfx <= 0.4) || (sfx >= 2.0) )

r

printf("sfx=%f inside if sfx <0.4 \n",sfx);
process global scale */
proglsca(check3, j, sfx, sfx, 0, str2, 1);
check3++;

}

else
{

apply_scale(x,z1,sfx, sfx);
copy2(z1,x);
if (loop_count >= 12)
{

copy2(z1 ,d);
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d_count = sum2(d);
goto L99;
}

find_mean(x,xm2,xc2,ym2,yc2,&xm3,&ym3,&d_count);
checkl a 1;
checks = 0;
for(; (translate^,z2,xm3,ym3) == 1); Ioop_count++)
{

if (loop_count >= 12)
{

copy2(z2,d);
d_count = sum2(d);
goto L99;

}

find_mean(z2,xm2,xc2,ym2,yc2,&xm3,&ym3,&d_count);
copy2(z2,x);
} r end of for translate */
} r end of else 7
} r if check != 1 7
if (!check5)
{

process„angle(d_count,c_count);
small1(a,&theta);
rotate(theta);

/* find the smallest angle in array a 7

r

call rotate function to rotate at k degree 7

glmv.angle = theta;
find_mean(y1xm2,xc2,ym21yc2,&xm3,&ym31&d_count);
scale_1 d(xc,xm1 ,c_count,&scx1);
scale_1 d(yc,ym1 ,c_count,&scy1);
scale_1 d(xc2,xm3,d_count,&scx2);
scale_1 d(yc2,ym3,d_count,&scy2);
sfx = scx1/scx2;
sfy a scy1/scy2;
loop_count++;
if (sfx < a 0 . 0 1 ) sfx =
if (sfy < a 0 . 0 1 ) sfy =
glmv.xscf a sfx;
glmv.yscf a sfy;

0 .0 1 ;
0 .0 1 ;

if ((sfy<a0.5)||(sfy>a1.5)||(sfx<=0.5)||(sfx>=1.5))

{

proglsca(check3, j, sfx, sfy, theta, str2, 0);
check3++;
checkl a 0;
checks a 1;

}

else
{

appiy_scale(y ,d,sfx,sfy);
check5 a 0;
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}

}

}

r

I* else sfx

>= 0.5 <= 1.5 7
if checks != 1 7
end of while checks == 1 7

r

d_count = sum2(d);
L99: match(c,d,c_count,d_count,&nnalch_value);
fdose(fp2);
fprintf(fp3," %f\n",match_value);
}

retum(match_value);
r end of find match 7

i----------------------- *—

*----------- *-------------------------------------------- -------------------

GETRECORD.C
/

#indude <vista.h>
#indude "thmain.h"
#indude "thdbase.h"

r

This function will get the record(recnum) from the database,
apply smoothing to it, find the centerandapply translate it to
the grid center and return the resultingarray. 7

int getrecord(recnum, xmt, ym1, c_count)
int recnum, *xm1, *ym1, *c_count;
{

int ret = 0, i;
/* to locate the record node key == 1 in database 7
if (d_keyfind(NODE_KEY,&recnum) != S_OKAY)
thexit("error in keyfind 1, getrecord.c ");

r

get the record from database 7
if (d_recread(&glns) != S_OKAY)
thexit("error in recread 1, getrecord.c ");

smooth(glns.a,c); /* apply smoothing function to a => c 7
find_mean(c,xm,xc,ym,yc,xm1 ,ym1 ,c_count);

r

if center are equal then */
for(i=0; (translate(c,z1,*xm1,*ym1) == 1); i++)
{

if (i =® 5)
thexit("error in translate c inside getrecord");
find_mean(z1 .xm.xc.ym.yc.xml ,ym1 ,c_count);
copy2(z1,c);
}

r c is the final array for one file */
ret = 1;
retum(ret);
} T end of get record 7
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} r else sfx >= 0.5 <= 1.5 7
} /* if checks I- 1 7
} r end of while checks == 1 7
d_count = sum2(d);
L99: match(c,d,c_count,d_count,&match_value);
fdose(fp2);
fprintf(fp3," %f\n",match_value);
retum(match_value);
} /* end of find"match 7
GETRECORD.C
....................................................................................

*7

#indude <vista.h>
#indude "thmain.h"
#indude "thdbase.h"

r

This function will get the record(recnum) from the database,
apply smoothing to it, find the center and apply translate it to
the grid center and return the resulting array. 7

int getrecord(recnum, xml, ym1, c_count)
int recnum, *xm1, *ym1, *c_count;
{

int ret = 0, i;
/* to locate the record node key =>= 1 in database 7
if (d_keyfmd(NODE_KEY,&recnum) != S_OKAY)
thexit("error in keyfind 1, getrecord.c ");

F get the

record from database 7
if (d_recread(&glns) != S_OKAY)
thex'itferror in recread 1, getrecord.c ");

smooth(glns.a.c); /* apply smoothing function to a => c 7
find_mean(c,xm,xc,ym,yc,xm1 ,ym1 ,c_count);

r

if center are equal then 7
for(i=0; (translate^,z1,*xm1,*ym1) == 1); i++)
{

if (i == 5)
thexit("error in translate c inside getrecord");
find_mean(z1 ,xm,xc,ym,yc,xm1 ,ym1 ,c_count);
copy2(z1,c);

)

r c is the final array for one file */
ret = 1;
}

retum(ret);
r end of get record 7
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...................................................................
GETINDEX.C
---- .-------------------------.....-----f
#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

<math.h>
<stdio.h>
"thmain.h"
"thdbase.h"

/* Returns the index of array from cutoff value c1, c2, c3 7
int getindex(m,c1 ,c2,c3)
float m, c1, c2, c3;
{

int ret = 0;
if (m<c1) ret » 0;
else if ((m>=c1) && (m <= c2)) ret = 1;
else if ((m>c2) && (m<c3)) ret = 2;
else ret = 3;

}

retum(ret);
r end of getindex.c 7
RESULT.C
...................................................................

#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude
#indude

r

<math.h>
<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
<vista.h>
"thmain.h"
"thdbase.h"

This function will print the result of recognition of 3D
object from 2D orthogonal projections. */

int prres(res)
int res[4];

{

I*

know standard results stored in array */
static char *num[9][9][9] =■ /* aspt. array starts at 1 not at 0 7
{{

r

111 112 113 ... 7
{"S1.DAT","S2.DAT","S3.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL),
r 121, 122, 123, .. */
{"S2.DATYS2.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL },
r 131 132 133 .. */
{"S3.DAT",NULL,"S3.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL },
{NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL),
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL),
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{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL),
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},

r

}.

2** 7
{

r

211, 212, 213,... 7
{"S2.DAT","S2.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
r 221, 222, 223, .. 7
{"S2.DAT",NULL,"S4.DAT",NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
/* 231 232 233 ... 7
{NULL,"S4.bAT","S4.DAT’ ,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL.NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL},

}.

/* 3** 7
{

r

311, 312, 313, ... 7
{"S3.DAT",NULL,"S3.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
r 321, 322, 323......7
{NULL,"S4.DAT","S4.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{"S3.DATVS4.DAT","S3.DAT", NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL,"S10.DAT"},
{NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
r 391 392 393 7
{NULL',NULU "SIO.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULU"S10.DAT"},

r

}.

4** 7
{

r

411, 412, 413, .. 7
{NULL.NULL.NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL.NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULLNULL,NULL,NULL,"S5.DAT OR S6.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,''S6.DAT"},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,"S5.DAT OR S6.DAT","S5.DAT OR
S6.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,"S6.DAT},
{NULI_NULL,NULL,NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL.NULL, NULL},
{NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULUNULUNULL,’ S6.DAT-,"S6.DAT", NULL, NULL, NULU"S6.DAT"},

r

}.

5** 7
{

r

511, 512, 513, ... 7
{NULUNULL,NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULUNULL,NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
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{NULL,NULL,NULL,"S5.DAT OR S6.DATYS5.DAT OR
S6.DAT", NULL, NULL.NULL,'’S6.DAT"},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,"S5.DAT OR S6.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,"S6.DAT",NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL},

r

}.

6“ 7
{

r

611, 612, 613, ... 7
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULUNULL},
{NULUNULL,NULUNULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULUNULL},
{NULL.NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL.NULL.NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL, NULL, NULL.NULL, NULL, NULL.NULL},
{NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,"S7.DAT OR S9.DATYS8.DAT",NULL},
{NULL.NULL.NULL,NULL.NULL,"S7.DAT OR S9.DATYS7.DAT OR
S9.DAT",NULUNULL},
{NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,"S8.DAT,NULL,"S8.DAT,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL.NULL.NULL},
}.

/* 7** 7
{

r

711, 712, 713, ... 7
{NULL,NULL.NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL, NULUNULL, NULL.NULL, NULL, NULL.NULL.NULL},
{NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULUNULL,NULUNULL,NULL},
{NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,"S7.DAT OR S9.DATYS7.DAT OR
S9. DAT",NULUNULL},
{NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,*S7.DAT OR S9.DAT,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL},
{NULUNULL.NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL.NULL.NULL},

r

}.

8** */
{

r

811 812 813 » */
{NULL,NULUNULL.NULL,NULUNULL,NULUNULL.NULL},
{NULUNULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL.NULUNULL},
{NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL},
{NULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL,"S8.DAT,NULL,"S8.DAT,NULL},
{NULUNULL.NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL},
{NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,"S8.DAT",NULUNULL,NULL},
{NULUNULL.NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL.NULL},

r

}.

9** 7
{

r

911 912 913 ... 7
{NULUNULL, NULL.NULL, NULL, NULL,NULL,NULL,NUL.L},
{NULL,NULL,NULUNULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,"S10.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,"S10.DAT"},
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{NULL,NULL,NULL;S6.DAT","S6.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,"S6.DAT},
{NULL,NULUNULL,"S6.DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL},
{NULUNULL,NULUNULL,NULL,NULL,NULUNULL.NULL},
{NULL,NULL,"S10.DAT","S6. DAT",NULL,NULL,NULL, NULL, NULL}
}

};

printf("\n\n %d %d %d \n",res[1],res[2],res[3]);
printf ("Testfile matches approximately to %s file",
num[res[1]-1][res[2]-1][res[3]-1]);
} r end of prres */

I* This function

will return the array index to the appropriate
match value in the database. */

int index(jj,match_value)
int ]j;
float match_value;
{

int ret = 0;
switch (jj)
{

case 11 : ret = 7;
break;
case 12 : ret = 3;
break;
case 13 : ret = 5;
break;
case 26 : if (match_value <= 0.3 ) { ret = 1; }
else if ((match_value >= 0.3) && (match value
{ ret = 7; }
break;
case 27 : if (match_value <= 0.5 ) { ret = 6; }
else if ((match_value >= 0.5) && (match_value
{ ret = 1; }
else { ret = 4; }
break;
case 28 : ret = 6;
break;
case 31 : if (match_value <= 0.4 ) { ret = 5; }
else if ((match_value >= 0.53) )
{ ret = 9; }
break;
case 32 : if (match_value <= 0.5 ) { ret = 6; }
else if ((match_value >= 0.7) && (match_value
{ ret = 9; }
break;
case 310 : ret = 3;
break;
case 311 : if (match_value <= 0.5 ) { ret = 8; }
else if ((match_value >° 0.7) && (match_value
{ ret = 4; }
, else { ret = 2; }
break;

<= 0.6))

<= 0.6))

<= 0.9))

<= 0.8))
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} /* end of switch */
retum(ret);
} /* end of index */
* * * * * * * * *

THMAIN.H
* * * * * * * * * * 7

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

MAXR 200
MAXC 320
SIZE 1024
SIZE2 10
N 21
M 360
MAXCQR (MAXC/N)
MAXRGR (MAXR/N)
MAX3RGR (100.0/N)

/* maximum number of row pixel */
/* maximum number of column pixel */
/* right shift constant 7
/* left shift constant 7
r number of grid ’ /
/* number of angle step 7
r number of pixel/column 7
r number of pixel/row */
/* fixed number to convert into
window size 7
#define abs(x) (((x) < 0) ? -(x) : (x)) /* returns absolute value of x 7
#define sign(x) ((x) >= 0 ? 1 : (-1))
‘ returns sign of x 7
/

*******------

c[N][N] d[N][n] -

to store smoothed values of argv[1] data
to store smoothed values of argv[2] data

xc2[N]
xm2[N]
yc2[NJ
ym2[N]
xc[N]
xm[N]
yc[N]
ym[N]

to store row count of argv[2] data
to store row mean or density of argv[2] data
to store column count of argv[2] data
to store column mean or density of argv[2] data
to store row count of argv[1] data
to store row mean or density of argv[1] data
to store column count of argv[1] data
to store column mean or density of argv[1] data

•
-

x[N][N], y[N][N], z[N][N] - temporary array to store the temp.
data when rotated smoothed and scaled..
x1,x2,x3 - used as parameters to quadinQ
x4
- used to store the value of angle
axm
- thefunction value at x minimum.
cb[M+1]
sb[M+1]
a[M+1]
pi
api

- to store the integer value of cosine of an angle
- to store the integer value of sine of an angle
- to store the function value after ith rotation
- used as phi
- used to convert the degree to radian.

*****
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern

int
int
int
int
int

****/

c[N][N],d[N][N],xc2[N],xm2[N]1yc2[N],ym2[N];
x[N][N], y[N][N], z[NJ[N], z1[N)[N], z2[N][N];
xy2[N][N], xz2[N][N], yz2[N][N];
xm[N]t xc[N], ym[N], yc(N];
n1[N], n2[N];
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extern
extern
extern
extern

int x1,x2,x3,x4,axm;
int cb[M+1],sb[M+1];
float a[M+1], pi, api;
float q[N][N];

extern struct node_setup gins;
extern struct match_view glmv;
#indude <malloc.h>
#include "thmain.dec"

/
— .....

*
THMAIN.DEC

*...........................
.....------ v

extern int apply_scale_3d(struct Jobuf °fp1 .struct Jobuf *fp2,double sfx,double sfy,double sfz,int theta,int j.int checks,char *s1);
extern int apply_scale(int (*p)[21],int (*q)[21],double sfx,double sfy);
extern int calculate(int k,int (*x)[21],int (*y)[21],int p.int b);
extern int center(struct Jobuf *fd,float *x_center,float *y_center,float *z_center);
extern int find_mean(int (*c)[21],int ‘ xm.int *xc,int *ym,int *yc,int *xm1,int *ym1,int
*c_count);
extern float findmatch(struct Jobuf *fp3,int j.int xm1,int ym1,int (*c)[21],int c_count,char
*str1,char *str2);
extern int initl (void);
extern int init(void);
extern int global_scale(int (*q)[21],float *z);
extern int smalU (float *p,int *t);
extern int read_2darr(struct Jobuf *fd,int fp)[21]);
extern int read_arr(stmct Jobuf *fd,int (*a)[21]);
extern int read_3d(struct Jobuf *fd,int (*p)[21],int (*q)[21],int (*r)[21]);
extern int read_3djl(struct Jobuf *fd,int (*p)[21],int (*q)[21],int (*r)[21]);
extern int suml (int *p);
extern int sum2(int (*p)[21 ]);
extern int copy2(int (*p)[21],int (*q)[21]);
extern int wrt1(int (*p)[21],int i.int j);
extern int wrt3(int *p,int i);
extern int match(int (*x)[21],int (*y)[21],int a,int b,float *z);
extern int mean(int *p);
extern int mean_arr(int *p,int *q,int (*r)[21]);
extern int mean_arr_1 (int *p,int *q,int (*r)[21]);
extern int process_angle(int d_count,int c_count);
extern int proglsca(int check3,int j,double sfx,double sfy,int theta,char ‘ str.int glsc);
extern int quadin(int xl.int x2,int x3,int *z);
extern int rotate(int k);
extern int scaie_1d(int *q,int x,int y,float *z);
extern int scaling_2d(int (*p)[21],int (*q)[21],double sf);
extern int smooih(int (*p)[21],int (*r)[2lj);
extern int thexit(char *str);
extern int translate(int (*p)[21],int (*q)[21],int xm.int ym);
extern int vistaini(void);
extern int getrecord(int recnum.int *xm1,int *ym1,int *c_count);
extern void svdcmp(float * *a,int m.int n,float *w,float * *v);
extern void svdfit(float *x,float *y,float *sig,int ndata,float *a,int ma,float * *u,float * *v,float
*w,float *chisq,void (cdecl *funcs)());
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extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern
extern

void svbksb(float * *u,float *w,float * *v,double m,double n,float *b,float *x);
int read_3d_arr(struct Jobuf *fd,float * *p,double xc,double yc,double zc);
int main(int argc.char * *argv);
void svdvar(float * *v,int ma,float *w,float * *cvm);
float *vector(int nl.int nh);
int *ivector(int nl.int nh);
double *dvector(int nl.int nh);
float * *matrix(int nrl.int nrh.int ncl.int nch);
double * *dmatrix(int nrl.int nrh.int ncl.int nch);
int **imatrix(int nrl.int nrh.int ncl.int nch);
float
* *submatrix(float * *a,int oldrl.int oldrh.intoldcl.int oldch.int newrl.int newel);
void free_vector(float ‘ v.int nl.int nh);
void freeJvector(int *v,int nl.int nh);
void freejivector(double *v,int nl.int nh);
void free_matrix(float * *m,int nrl.int nrh.intncl.int nch);
void free~dmatrix(double * *m,int nrl.int nrh.int ncl.int nch);
void freejmatrix(int * *m,int nrl.int nrh.int ncl.int nch);
void free” submatrix(float * *b,int nrl.int nrh.int ncl.int nch);
float * *convert_matrix(float *a,int nrl.int nrh.int ncl.int nch);
void free_convert_matrix(float * *b,int nrl.int nrh.int ncl.int nch);

t-------------------------------------------------------------------------

......................

.........----

MAKEFILE

HDS=thmain.h thdbase.h
OBJS1*. MAIN.OBJ
SCALE1 D.OBJ MATCH.OBJ PRANGLE.OBJ FDMEAN.OBJ
OBJS2= GLINIT.OBJ ROTATE.OBJ SMOOTH.OBJ HLP.OBJ CALCULAT.OBJ
OBJS3= MEAN.OBJ TRANS.OBJ QUADIN.OBJ CENTER.OBJ SCALE2D.OBJ
OBJS4= GLSCALE.OBJ APPSCALE.OBJ APPSCA3D.OBJ VISTAINI.OBJ THEXIT.OBJ
OBJS5= PROGLSCA.OBJ
FINDMATCH.OBJ GETRECORD.OBJ GETINDEX.OBJ
RESULT.OBJ
OBJS=$(OBJS1) $(OBJS2) $(OBJS3) $(OBJS4) $(OBJS5)
CFLAGS=/AL /Ox /G2 /FPc87
LFLAGS= /NOI /SE:180
main.obj : main.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $ \c
scaleld.obj : scaleld.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFI_AGS) $ \c
match.obj : match.c $(HDS)
ci /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
prangle.obj : prangle.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
fdmean.obj : fdmean.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
glinit.ob] : glinit.c $(HDS)
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cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
rotate.obj : rotate.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
smooth.obj : smooth.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
hlp.obj : hlp.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
calculat.obj : calculate $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $ \c
mean.obj : mean.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
trans.obj : trans.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
quadin.obj : quadin.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
center.obj : center.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
scale2d.obj : scale2d.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
glscale.obj : glscale.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
appscale.obj : appscale.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
appsca3d.obj : appsca3d.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
vistaini.obj : vistaini.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
thexit.obj : thexit.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
proglsca.ob) : proglsca.c $(HDS)
d /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
findmatch.obj : findmatch.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
getrecord.obj : getrecord.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
getindex.obj : getindex.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
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result.obj : result.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
THMAIN.exe : $(OBJS)
link $(LFLAGS) @flink

y

---------------------------------

FLINK
................................................
main scaleld match prangle fdmean glinit rotate smooth hip calculat +
mean trans quadin center scale2d glscale appscale appsca3d vistaini +
thexit proglsca findmatch getrecord getindex result
thmain.exe
LLIBVIST;
t

-----------MSVD

......
HDS=thmain.h thdbase.h
OBJS1 = SVD MAIN.OBJ
SCA3D.OBJ
SVDCMP01 .OBJ
OBJS2= SVDKSB.OBJ NRUTIL.OBJ

HLP.OBJ

CENTER.OBJ

THEXIT.OBJ

OBJS=$(OBJS1) $(OBJS2)
CFLAGS«/AL /Ox /G2 /FPc87
LFLAGS= /NOI /SE:180
svdmain.obj : svdmain.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
sca3d.obj : sca3d.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
hlp.obj : hlp.c $(HDS)
d /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
matrix.obj : matrix.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
center.obj : center.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
thexit.obj : thexit.c $(HDS)
d /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
svdcmpOl.obj : svdcmpOl.c $(HDS)
d /c /AL /G2 /FPc87 $*.c
svdksb.obj : svdksb.c $(HDS)
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cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
naitil.obj : nrutil.c $(HDS)
cl /c $(CFLAGS) $*.c
SVDMAIN.exe : $(OBJS)
link $(LFLAGS) @slink
/........*............. .
SLINK
svdmain sca3d hip center thexit svdcmpOl svdksb nrutil
svdmain.exe
LLIBVIST;
y-------------------SVDMAIN.C
#indude <stdio.h>
#indude <math.h>
#define SIZE 2000
#define N 3
extern float **matrix(int nrl, int nrh, int ncl, int nch);

r

To read an input file-fd, into array p. */

int read_3d_arr(fd,p,xc,yc,zc)
FILE *fd;
float **p,xc,yc,zc;

{

int i=1;
float x,y,z;
while(fscanf(fd,"%f %f %f ",&x,&y,&z)l=EOF)
r read 3 elements */

{

p[i][1] = x-xc;
P(i][2] = y-yc;
p[i][3] = z-zc;
i++; r to keep track of count */

)

retum(i-l);
) /* read_3d_arr.c */
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r

The driver for finding the principal axis for the input data
by using the singular value decomposition method. 7

int main(argct argv)
int argc;
char *argvQ;

{

int count ■ O.i.j.k;
float xc=0.0,yc=0.0,zc=0.0, sum=0.0, xc1=0.0, yc1=0.0, zc1=0.0;
FILE *fp1, *fp2, *fp3, *fopen();
float wmax, wmin, **a, **u, *w, **v, *b, *x, **p, *vector();
float x1,y,z;
printf ("at atari");
if (argc != 3)
thexitfllsage: svdmain infllel (datafile) outfile(outputfile) ");
/* open all files V
if ((fp1 * fopen(argv[1],"r"))==NULL)
thexitfinput file 1 not found");
printf("after opening fplVn");
center(fp1 ,&xc,&yc,&zc);
printf("xc=%f yc=%f zc=%f\n",xc,yc,zc);
r convert it into center coordinates V
/* ciose fp1 7
fdose(fp1);
T read the array a from input file, set number of rows 7
if ((fp1 = fopen(argv[1],"r"))==NULL)
thexit("input file 1 not found");
printf ("after opening fp1\n");
p = matrix(0,2001,0,3);
for (i=0; i<=2001; i++)
for (j=0; j<=3; j++)
p[i]01 = 0.0;
a = matrix(0,3,0,3);
for (i=0; i<=3; i++)
for (j=0; j<=3; j++)
a[i]Dl = 0.0;

printf ("after getting memory allocation\n");
count = read_3d_arr(fp1,p,xc,yc,zc);
printffafter reading, count=%d\n", count);
/* center it call center.c, to get center points */
fdose(fpl);
printf("after dosing");
printf("before A*At \n");
r compute A transpose’ A matrix */
for (i=1; i<=3; i++)

{

for 0=1; j<=3; j++)

{

sum = 0.0;
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for (k-«1; k<=count; k++)
sum += (p[k][Q * pEKUQ);
a[i][j] * sum;
} r end of for loop 7
} /* end of for loop 7
f compute SVD 7
printf ("after A*At \n");
wrtf1(a,4,4);
u = matrix(0,3,0,3);
for (i=0; i<=3; i++)
for (j=0; j<=3; j++)
u[i]fl] = 0.0;
printf("after getting memory allocation for u\n");
for (i=1; i<=3; i++)
for (j=1; j<=3; j++)
uEODl = a[i]Dl;

wrtfl (u,4,4);
printf ("after coping a to u\n");
w mvecior(0,3);
v = matrix(0,3,0,3);
for (i=0; i<=3; i++)
for (j=0; j<=3; j++)
vpltD = 0.0;
for (i=0; i<=3; i++)
wp] = 0.0;
printf ("after getting memory for v, w");
wrtfl (v,4,4);
wrtf3(w,4);
svdcmp(u,3,3,w,v);
printf ("after svdcmp\n");
fdose(fpl);
fdose(fp2);
r apply A*U transpose to give B, to a output file 7
it ((fp1 * fopen(argv[2],"w"))==NULL)
thexit(*input file 1 not found");
r transform the center of location of point to new origin 7
xc1 = xc*u[1][1] + yc*u[2][1] + zc*u[3][1] + 0.5;
yc1 = xc*u[1][2] + yc*u[2][2] + zc*u[3][2] + 0.5;
zc1 = xc*u[1 ][3] + yc*u[2][3] + zc*u[3][3] + 0.5;
printf("\n after new center %f %f %f \n",xc1,yc1,zc1);
for (i=1; i<=2000; i++)

{

x1 = p[i][1]*u[1][1] + pP][2]*u[2][1] + p[i][3]*u[3][1] + 0.5;
y - Pli][1]*u[1][2] + p[i][2]*u[2][2] + pp][3]*u(3][2] + 0.5;
z - p[i][1]*u[1][3] + pp][2]*u[2][3] + pp][3]*u[3][3] + 0.5;
fprintf(fp1,"%12f %12f %12f\n’ ,x1,y,z);

}

fdose(fp1);
retum(O);
) r end of main */
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^##*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *-************♦*************< » *

SVDCMP01.C

v

#include <math.h>

ctatip flnat at ht pt*
#define PYTHAG(a,b) ((at-fabs(a)) > (bt=fabs(b)) ? \
(ct=bt/at,at*sqrt(1.0+ct*ct)) : (bt ? (ct=at/bt,bt*sqrt(1.0+ct*ct)): 0.0))
static float maxarg1,maxarg2;
#define MAX(a,b) (maxarg1=(a),maxarg2=(b),(maxarg1) > (maxarg2) ?\
(maxargl) : (maxarg2))
#define SIGN(a.b) ((b) >= 0.0 ? fabs(a) : -fabs(a))
void svdcmp(a,m,n,w,v)
float **a,*w,“ v;
int m,n;

{

I*

int fiagPi,its,j,jj,k,l,nm;
float c.f.h.s.x.y.z;
float anorm=0.0,g=0.0,scaie=0.0;
float rv1[4],*vector();
void thexit(),free_vector();
if (m < n) thexit("SVDCMP: You must augment A with extra zero rows");
rv1=vector(1,n); 7 for (i=0; i<=4; i++) rv1[i] = 0.0;
for (i=1 ;i<=n;i++) {
l=>i+1;
rv1[i]=scale*g;
g=s=scale=0.0;
if (i <= m) (
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) scale += fabs(a[k][i]);
if (scale) {
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) {
a[k][i] /= scale;
s += a[k][I]*a[k][i];

}

f=a[i][n;
g = -SIGN(sqrt(s),f);
h=f*g-s;
a[i][i]=f-g;
if (i != n) {
for (j=l;j<=n;j++) {
for (s=0.0,k=i;k<=m;k++) s += a[k][i]*a[k]D];
f«=s/h;
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) a[k][j] += f*a[k][l];
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) a[k][i] *= scale;

}
}

w[i]=scale*g;
g=s=scale=0,0;
if (i <= m && i != n) {
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for (k=l;k<=n;k++) scale += fabs(ap][k]);
if (scale) {
for (k=l;k<=n;k++) {
a[i][k] /= scale;
s += a[i][k]*a[i][k];

}
f=a[i][G;
g = -SIGN(sqrt(s),f);
h=f*g-s;
a[i][i]=f-g;
for (k=l;k<=n;k++) rv1[k]=a[i][k]/h;
if (i != m) {
for (j=l;j<=m;j++) {
for (s=0.0,k=l;k<=n;k++) s += a[j][k]*a[i][k];
for (k=l;k<=n;k++) a[fl[k] += s*rv1[k];

}

}

for (k=l;k<=n;k++) a[i][k] *= scale;
}

anorm=MAX(anorm,(fabs(wp])+fabs(rv1 [i])));
}

for (i=n;i>=1 ;i--) {
if (i < n) {
« (9) {

for (j=l;j<=n;j++)
vO][i]=(a[i]Dl/a[i][l])/g;
for (j=l;j<=n;j++) {
for (s=0.0,k=l;k<=n;k++) s += a[i][k]*v[k]Q];
for (k=l;k<=n;k++) v[k][j] += s*v[k][i];

}
for (j»l;j<=n;j++) v[i][j]=v[j]p]=0.0;

}
45

g=rv1[i];
I=i;

}

for (i=n;i>=1 ;i--) {
l=i+1;
g=w[i];
if (i < n)
for (j=l;j<=n;j++) ap]Q>0.0;

if (9) {

g=1 -0/g;
if (i l= n) {
for (j=l;j<=n;j++) {
for (s=0.0,k=l;k<=m;k++) s += a[k][i]*a[k]Q];
f=(s/a[i]p])’ g;
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) a[k]Q] += f*a[k]p];

} }
for (j=i;j<=m;j++) a[j][i] *= g;
} else {
for (j»i;j<=m;j++) a[j][i]=0.0;
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}

++a[i][i];

}

for (k=n;k>=1 ;k--) {
for (its=1 ;its<=30;its++) {
flag=1;
for (l=k;l>=1 ;l-) {
nm=l-1;
if (fabs(rv1[l])+anorm == anorm) {
flag=0;
break;
}

if (fabs(w[nm])+anorm == anorm) break;

}

if (flag) {
c=0.0;
s=1.0;
for (i=l;i<=k;i++) {
f=s*rv1[i);
if (fabs(f)+anorm != anorm) {
g=wp];

h=PYTHAQ(f,g);
w[i]=h;
h=1,0/h;
c=g‘ h;
s=(-f*h);
for 0=1 ;j<=m;j++) {
y=a[j][nm];
z=a[j]P];

a[j][nm]=y*c+z*s;
a[jj[i]=z*c-y*s;

}
}

z=w[k];
if (I == k) {
if (z < 0.0) {
w[k] = -z;
for 0=1 ;j<=n;j-H-) v0][k]=(-v[fllk]);

}

break;

}

if (its == 30) thexitfNo convergence in 30 SVDCMP iterations");
x=w[l];
nm=k-1;
y=w[nm];
g=rv1[nm];
harvlfk];

f=((y-z)*(y+z)+(g-h)*(g+h))/(2.0*h*y);
g=PYTHAG(f,1.0);
f=((x-z)*(x+z)+h*((y/(f+SIGN(g,f)))-h))/x;
c=s=1.0;
for 0=l;j<=nm;j++) {
i= j+ l;
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g=rv1[i];
y=w[i];
h=s*g;
g=c*g;
z=PYTHAG(f,h);
rv1Q]=z;

c=f/z;
s=h/z;
f=x*c+g*s;
g=g*c-x*s;
h=y*s;
y=y*c;
for (jj=1 ;jj<=n;jj++) {

x=vDj]0];
z=v[jj][i];

v[jj][j]=x’ c+z*s;
vOj][i]=z*c-x*s;

}

z=PYTHAG(f,h);
wD]=z;

if (z) {

z=1.0/z;
c=f*z;
s=h*z;

}

f=(c*g)+(s*y);
x=(c*y)-(s*g);
for (jj=1 ;jj<=m;jj++) {

y=aOi]D'];
z=aOi][i]l
a[jjlD]=y*c+z*s;
a[jjl[i]=z*c-y*s;

1

}

rvip]=0.0;
rv1[k]=f;
w[k]=x;

T

free_vector(rv1,1,n); 7
wrtfl (a,4,4);
wrtfl (v,4,4);
wrtf3(w,4);

#undef SIGN
#undef MAX
#undef PYTHAG
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^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

NRUTIL.C
#indude <malloc.h>
#indude <stdio.h>
void nrerror(error_text)
char error_textQ;
{

void exit();
fprintf(stderr,"Numerical Recipes run-time error...\n");
fprintf(stderr,"%sVn",error_text);
fprintf(stderr,"...now exiting to system..An");
exit(1);

}

float *vector(nl,nh)
int nl.nh;
{

float *v;
v=(float *)malloc((unsigned) (nh-nl+1)*sizeof(float));
if (!v) nrerrorfallocation failure in vector()");
return v-nl;

}
int *ivector(nl,nh)
int nl,nh;
{

int *v;
v=(int *)mal!oc((unsigned) (nh-nl+1)*sizeof(int));
if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in ivector()");
return v-nl;

}

double *dvector(nl,nh)
int nl.nh;
{

double *v;
v=(double *)malloc((unsigned) (nh-nl+1)*sizeof(double));
if (Iv) nrerror(”allocation failure in dvector()");
return v-nl;

}
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float **matrix(nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
int nrl.nrh.ncl.nch;
{

int i;
float **m;
m=(float **) malloc((unsigned) (nrh-nrl+1)*sizeof (float*));
if (Im) nrerrorfallocation failure 1 in matrix()");
m -= nrl;
for(i=nrl;i<=nrfi;i-H-) {

mp]=(float *) malloc((unsigned) (nch-ncl+1 )’ sizeof(float));
if (Imp]) nrerrorfallocation failure 2 in matrix()");
mp] -= net;

)

return m;

}

double **dmatrix(nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
int nrl.nrh.ncl.nch;

{

int i;
double **m;
m=>(double **) malloc((unsigned) (nrh-nrl+1)*sizeof(double*));
if (Im) nrerrorfallocation failure 1 in dmatrix()");
m ■■= nrl;
for(i=nri;i<=nrh;i++) {
mp]=(double *) malloc((unsigned) (nch-nd+1)*sizeof(double));
if (!m[i]) nrerror("allocation failure 2 in dmatrixO");
mp] -o ncl;

}

return m;

}

int **imatrix(nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
int nrl.nrh.ncl.nch;
{

int i,*’ m;
m=(int **)malloc((unsigned) (nrh-nri+1)*sizeof(int*));
if (Im) nrerrorfallocation failure 1 in imatrix()");
m -a nrl;
for(ianri;i<=nrh;i++) {
mp]=(int *)malloc((unsigned) (nch-nd+1)*sizeof(int));
if (!m[i]) nrerror("allocation failure 2 in imatrix()");
mp] -= ncl;
}

return m;

}
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float **submatrix(a,oldri,oldrh,oldcl,oldch,newrlInewcl)
float **a;
int oldri,oldrh,oldcl,oldch,newti,newel;
{

int i,j;
float *‘ m;
m=(float **) malloc((unsigned) (oldrh-oldri+1 )*sizeof(float*));
if (Im) nrerror("allocation failure in submatrix()");
m -= newrl;
for(i=oldrl,j=newrl;i<=oldrh;i++,j++) m[j]=a[i]+oldcl-newcl;
return m;

}

void free_vector(v,nl,nh)
float *v;
int nl.nh;
{

free((char*) (v+nl));

}
void free_ivector(v,nl,nh)
int *v,nl,nh;
{

free((char*) (v+nl));

}
void free_dvector(v,nl,nh)
double *v;
int nl.nh;
{

free((char*) (v+nl));

)

void free_matrix(m,nrl,nrh,ncl,nch)
float **m;
int nrl.nrh.ncl.nch;
{

int i;
for(i=nrh;i>=nrl;i--) free((char*) (m[i]+ncl));
free((char*) (m+nri));

}
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void free_dmatrix(m,nrl.nrh.ncl.nch)
double **m;
int nrl.nrh.ncl.nch;
{

int i;
for(i=nrh;i>=nrl;i--) free((char*) (mp]+ncl));
free((char*) (m+nrl));

}

void free_imatrix(m,nrl.nrh.ncl.nch)
int **m;
int nrl.nrh.ncl.nch;

(

int i;
<or(i=nrh;i>=nrl;i--j free((char‘ ) (mp]+ncl));
free((char*) (m+nrl));

)
void free_submatrix(b,nrl.nrh.ncl.nch)
float **b;
int nrl.nrh.ncl.nch;
{

free((char*) (b+nrl));

}

float **convert_matrix(a,nrl.nrh.ncl.nch)
float ‘ a;
int nrl.nrh.ncl.nch;
{

int i.j.nrow.ncol;
float **m;
nrow=nrh-nrl+1;
ncol=nch-ncl+1;
m = (float **) malloc((unsigned) (nrow)*sizeof(float*));
if (Im) nrerrorfallocation failure in convert_matrixO");
m -= nrl;
for(i=0,j=nr1;i<=nrow-1 ;i++,j++) m[fl=a+ncol*i-ncl;
return m;

}

void free_convert_matrix(b,nrl.nrh.ncl.nch)
float **b;
int nrl.nrh.ncl.nch;

{

free((char*) (b+nrl));

}
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THDBASE.DPL
* .................................................... * ................................/

r
r

database description for does project 7
Author: Swamy Ravishankar 7

database thdbase [2048] {
data file "thdbase.dat" contains
node_setup, match_view;
key file "thdbase.key" contains
node_Uey, match_key;
record node_setup {
unique key int node_key; /* to keep track of node 7
int num_test; /* number of test to get result 7
char name[20); r to store the file name, view 7
int a[21][21]; /* to store the original file 7
long position; f to store the offset in index file 7
float cutoffl; /* cut off regions 7
float cutoff2;
float cutoff3;
int node_loc[4]; r which node to look next 7
}

record match_view {
key float match_key;
r to store the match value 7
char tname[20]; f name of the test file 7
int b[21][2l]; I* to store the test array in database 7
float glsca;
r to store global scaling factor */
r to store x axis scaling
factor7
float xscf;
r to store y axis scaling
factor*/
float yscf;
int angle;
r to store the rotation */
int xpos;
T to store the x axis displacement 7
int ypos;
r to store the y axis displacement 7
int count;
r to store the number of comparision made */
}

set matchjist {
order ascending;
owner node_setup;
member match_view by match_key;
}

} r end of database thdbase.ddl 7
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THDBASE.H

...

r

f

database thdbase record structure declarations */

struct node_setup {
int node_key;
int num_test;
char name[20];
int a[21][21];
long position;
float cutoffl;
float cutoff2;
float cutoff3;
int node_loc[4];
};

struct match_view {
float match_key;
char tname[20];
int b[21][21];
float glsca;
float xscf;
float yscf;
int angle;
int xpos;
int ypos;
int count;
};

!* record,

field and set table entry definitions */

/* Record Name Constants */
#define NODE_SETUP 0
#deflne MATCH_VIEW 1
/* Field
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

Name Constants */
NODE_KEY 0
NUM_TEST 1
NAME 2
A 3
POSITION 4
CUTOFF1 5
CUTOFF2 6
CUTOFF3 7
NODE_LOC 8
MATCH_KEY 9
TNAME 10
B 11
GLSCA 12
XSCF 13
YSCF 14
ANGLE 15
XPOS 16
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#define YPOS 17
#define COUNT 18
/* Set Name Constants V
#define MATCH LIST 0
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Theorem:

Applying the formulae (eq. 3.56 and 3.57) for fixed point

rotation on gridji.j] by an angle 0, where the distance between (ic, jc) and
the gridk[i,j], is less than the radius E, then the new grid^x,, y j should be
within the circle of radius E.
Proof: Let us consider a gridk of size 2K+1 where K is any odd integer.
With no loss of generosity, let gridk center be (ic, j j which is equal to (0,
0).

Let the radius E be equal to K + 0.5.

Consider a gridk[i, j] such that

it is within the radius E, i.e., by simple geometry (Pythagorean theorem)
E2 >= i2 + j2 should be true.

It is to be proved that new grid coordinates

should be within the radius E,
i.e., E2 >= x,2 + y,2.

Figure 37. This is Gridk[2K+1,2K+1]
Used in the Illustration of Proof.
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The new grid coordinates are given by the equations 3.56 and 3.57.
Substituting for x, and yv
x,2 + y,2 = ( ( i * CS(0) - j * SN(0) ) »

10 f

+ ( (i * SN(0) + j * CS(0) ) »

10 f .

Multiplying both side by 210*2,
(x,2 + y,2) * 210‘ 2 = ( i * CS(0) - j * SN(0) )2 + (i * SN(0) + j * CS(0) )2.
Expanding and collecting terms,
(x,2 + y,2) * 2 ,0‘ 2 = i2 * CS2(0) + j2 * SN2(0) +i2 * SN2(0) + j2 * CS2(0),
(x,2 + y,2) * 210' 2 =

+ j2) * (CS2(0) + SN2(0)).

Substituting for CS() and SN() from equations 3.56 and 3.57,
(x,2 + y,2) * 210' 2 = (i2 + j2) * ( (int)(cos(0) * 210)2 + (int)(sin(0) * 2 10)2 ).
Due to the effect of truncating to integer value by discarding fractional
part we known that,
( (int)(cos(0) * 2 ’°) f <= (cos(0) * 2 10)2
( (int)(sin(0) * 2 10) )2 <= (sin(0) * 210)2
Therefore,
(x,2 + y,2) <= (i2 + j2)* (cos2(0) + sin2(0)).
Since cos2(0) + sin2(0) = 1
(x,2 + y,2) <= (i2 + j2),
<= E2.
Hence the proof.
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